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Thesis O utline
T he object of this thesis is to investigate second order nonlinear optical processes 
in proton—exchanged lithium niobate waveguides. In particular it is to  investigate 
the effects of different waveguide fabrication param eters on the conversion 
efficiency for second harmonic generation with the aim  of optimizing the
conversion efficiency.
C hapter one gives a brief account of nonlinear optical processes in dielectric 
m aterials and, in particular, reviews the properties of lithium niobate which make 
it such an effective crystal for nonlinear processes. Nonlinear processes in bulk 
crystals are first explained. This is extended to include the effects of constraining 
the light inside a waveguiding structure and to show how this approach leads to 
m ore efficient interactions. Techniques for producing low— loss waveguides in 
lithium  niobate are then discussed with the emmphasis being on the
p ro to n -  exchange process. Finally, the possibility of constructing efficient 
m iniature, Q —switched, self—frequency doubled lasers in doped lithium niobate is 
discussed.
C hapter two explains the Cerenkov phase— matching scheme for second harmonic 
generation in proton—exchanged waveguides. A  brief review of the published 
theoretical studies of Cerenkov SHG is given. This is followed by an outline of a
coupled mode analysis of the problem  derived by the author. The results of this
analysis are com pared to the published results.
C hapter th ree is concerned with the investigation of the proton— exchange 
fabrication param eters on the efficiency of second harm onic generation in planar 
waveguides. T he need to choose on optimum depth to maximise the conversion 
efficiency is shown, followed by an investigation into the effect of annealing the 
waveguide. Low power c.w. second harmonic generation in stripe waveguides is 
then investigated and dem onstrated using both a Nd:YAG laser and a 
sem iconductor laser.
C hapter four describes experim ental work undertaken to com pare and contrast the 
conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation in waveguides fabricated with 
two different acids. It has been claimed that waveguides fabricated with 
phosphoric acid have a higher refractive index than those fabricated with benzoic 
acid and consequently could give waveguides with a higher conversion efficiency. 
These claims are investigated for both congruent and magnesium oxide doped
lithium niobate.
In chapter five the application of grating structures to second order nonlinear 
interactions is investigated. Firstly, a novel technique for the production of 
f i r s t-o rd e r  pratings on the — c - f a c e  of the lithium niobate substrate is described. 
Such grating structures should allow efficient second harm onic generation via quasi 
phasematching. T he determ ination of the correct period for the grating and the 
fabrication of the grating is described. Secondly, the application of grating 
structures to  the m easurem ent of the second order nonlinear d 3 3  coefficient of 
p roton—exchanged lithium niobate is described. Using this technique the d 33 
coefficient was measured as well as the effect of annealing on the magnitude of 
the coefficient.
Finally, in  chapter six, a sum m ary, with conclusions, o f the thesis is presented.
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C H A PTER  SIX 
CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER 1.
NONLINEAR IN TEG RA TED  OPTICS IN LITHIUM  NIO BA TE OPTICAL 
W AVEGUIDES
1.1 Introduction.
T he aim  of this chapter is to outline some of the background to nonlinear 
interactions in lithium niobate waveguides. Nonlinear interactions in other 
m aterials, such as organic crystals or m — V sem iconductors, will be mentioned 
only briefly.
T he chapter splits naturally into four sections. In the first section, a brief history 
of nonlinear optics is presented. T he potential of integrated optical waveguide 
structures for the efficient exploitation of nonlinear effects will then be discussed. 
S tandard results from  the theory of second harm onic generation will be quoted 
throughout the text. No attem pt has been m ade to justify the quoted results as 
the derivations are well known and, in chapter two, the theory of second 
harm onic generation in proton—exchanged waveguides will be explained in m ore 
detail.
A  brief overview of the properties of lithium niobate will then be given in the 
second section of the chapter followed, in the third section of the chapter, by an 
outline o f the proton— exchange process for waveguide fabrication. T he properties 
of the waveguides which are im portant for nonlinear applications will be 
highlighted. Included in this section will be a short review of previous work on 
nonlinear integrated optics in proton— exchanged waveguides.
A short section then reviews some of the new applications for nonlinear effects in 
specially—doped lithium niobate substrates. These applications include 
diode— pum ped solid state lasers which can exploit the nonlinear properties of 
lithium niobate and the advantages of integrated optical waveguiding structures.
Finally, to conclude the chapter, a brief, chapter—b y -c h a p te r , review of the 
contents o f this thesis is presented.
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1.2 Nonlinear optical frequency conversion in optical
waveguides
1.2.1 Nonlinear optics: A brief review
T he branch of optics now commonly referred to as "nonlinear optics" only really 
began to develop significantly after the invention of the laser in the early part of 
te  1960's. Although nonlinear optical effects were known and had been extensively 
researched before the invention of the laser, for example optical pumping, the 
unique properties of the laser allowed the exploitation of optical effects which had 
previously been unobtainable with even the highest power light sources of the 
day. Shortly after the invention of the laser, Franklin and co— workers 
dem onstrated ultra— violet generation by the frequency doubling of a ruby laser
[1]. This led to an  intensive study of nonlinear effects in crystals and the 
discovery of m any new phenom enon. T he high intensity laser sources required to 
exploit the nonlinearity of crystals limited the developm ent of practical devices for 
com m ercial use, with the consequence that nonlinear optics rem ained, on the 
whole, in the laboratory. W ith the em ergence of integrated optics in the 1970s, 
m any nonlinear effects could be observed easily using low power laser sources, 
due to the power confinem ent capability of an optical waveguide which leads to a 
high beam  intensity even at low powers. Many practical devices have now been 
dem onstated using semiconductor lasers as the pum p source.
W hen a dielectric medium is subjected to an  electric field the electrons in the 
m edium  are polarised. For weak electric fields the induced polarisation is linearly 
proportional to  the applied electric field [2 ]:—
P =  v x ^ . E  (1 .1 )
where k  the linear optical susceptibility, related to  the refractive index of
the m edium  b y x ^ =  n 2 — 1. A linear polarisability is an  approxim ation to 
the true constitutive relation which can be written as a Taylor expansion of the 
optical field [2 ]:—
P =  f„.E.{x<') +  x<s>E +  *(»)E.E +  .......... } (1.2)
where x^n) is the n— th o rder nonlinear susceptibilty. T he n— th order 
susceptibilities are in general (n + 1 )  order tensors. Table 1 lists some of the 
effects which can arise due to the second and third order nonlinear
susceptibilities. In this project, only effects due to  ^ 2) have been studied and no 
fu rther m ention will be m ade of third order effects.
Table 1.
N onlinear coefft. Effects Uses
x( 2) SHG frequency doublers
frequency m ixing optical m ixers
0)1 t 0)2 =  0)3
param etric optical param etric
am plification oscillators
x (  3) K err effect optical switches
optical optical logic
bistability gates etc.
Figure 1.1 illustrates two of the second o rder effects, nam ely second harmonic 
generation  and param etric am plification.
waveguide
n$\n
second harmonic generation
Xi _h waveguide
parametric amplification / 3-wave mixing
f i g u r e  1 . 1
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In general, the n interacting fields may have n different frequencies. A 
superposition of sinusiodal electric fields may be written as:—
E(r,t) =  2 uS e i.(l/2).[E i(u).eK ^ ~  M  +  e.c.] (1.3)
where Ej is the complex field amplitude in the direction of the unit vector t[. 
The n fields interact through the nonlinear susceptibility of the material (which 
may be represented as a tensor of order n + 1). The nonlinear polarization can be 
expanded similarly:—
P(r,t) =  P (’)(r,t) +  P (J)(r.t) +  .. . .  (1.4)
where:—
P(n)(r,t) =  2 c^ e i.(l/2).[Pi(“)(tt).eK * ~  k r ) +  c.c.]
(1.5)
Each P(n)(r,t) can be related to the electric Helds producing it via the 
appropriate susceptibility tensor. Each p(n)(r,w) can be related to the electric 
fields producing it via the appropriate susuceptibility tensor. The second order 
term is:—
P j - ^ r . u g )  =  e 0 . 5 j i cX j k ^ ^ ( w 3 :w i» w 2 ) ‘E j ( « 1) . E k ( « 2) . e " K -r
(1.6)
where:—
K =  k , +  k 2 (1 .7 )
with kj being the wavevector for the i—th wave at frequency coj. It has been 
customary to describe the second order susceptibility by writing the polarization 
density at the second harmonic in the form:—
20 ) e O'Sjk i^jk•Ej .^Ek60 (1 *8)
The components of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor, * (2), defined by equation 
6 , can be related to the components of the nonlinear d tensor by [2 ]:—
Xijk =  2 .dijk (1 .9 )
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T he coefficients of the nonlinear d tensor have units mV“  1. T he physical basis 
of the nonlinear effect is in the asymmetric structure of the crystalline material. 
Theories exist that allow a calculation of the nonlinear tensor coefficients. The 
most basic of these theories, the anharm onic oscillator m odel, treats the electrons 
as being in an asymmetric potential well. This theory allows a  simple calculation 
of djjfc. A proper derivation of the n — th  order nonlinear coefficients involves a 
detailed quantum  m echanical treatm ent using density m atrix theory. Details of 
such theories are outwith the scope of this thesis.
1 .2.2 Second harm onic generation: Comparison of bulk and guided wave
configurations
N onlinear interactions, in particular second harm onic generation, have been studied 
in great depth using bulk crystals. T he conversion efficiency for second harmonic 
generation is defined as:—
v =  paw / pu
where P 2aJ, P w are the powers of the harmonic and fundam ental waves 
respectively. In chapter two the theory of second harm onic generation will be 
discussed in m ore detail but, in order to com pare bulk optics with integrated 
optics, the m ain results will be outlined in this section.
In bulk nonlinear optics, the electric field of the laser a t the fundamental
wavelength will usually be described by a Gaussian distribution. T o simplify the
analysis, consider the case of plane waves. In the limit o f low conversion 
efficiencies, i.e . the fundamental beam is undepleted, the conversion efficiency can 
be shown to be given by [3]:—
_  o “>2 ^ 2 1 2  pw s in 2(0.5dkL) „
n ~ “-fn"j:5eo-deff x  —A-----(TT32EEF (111>
where dcff is the effective nonlinear coefficient, L is the interaction length, dk =  
k 2W — kw is the phase mis—m atch and all o ther term s have their usual
m eaning.
For the case of second harmonic generation in an integrated optical waveguide, 
the electric fields are given by the modal field solutions of Maxwells equations 
under the boundary conditions imposed by the waveguide structure. The
conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation is given by:—
17 =  C .sinc2(0.5AkL).I2 (1 .12)
where C is given by:—
(1.13)
and I, known as the overlap integral is given by:—
I ( m - ’) =  / ( E 2C0) . ( E J 2.dxdy (1.14a)
E  2 ( j )  and E w are the normalised electric field distributions a t the harmonic and 
fundamental frequencies; that is
T he overlap of a fundamental field and a harmonic field is illustrated in figure 
1.2. T he overlap changes as the field distributions change. Thus the conversion
efficiency is stongly dependent on the waveguide param eters through this overlap 
integral. Figure 1.3 illustrates both situations of a guided— guided mode interaction 
as in conventional phasematching and also guided— radiation mode interaction as
found in the Cerenkov phasematching scheme. In bulk nonlinear optics, the phase 
mis— match can be compensated for by tem perature tuning the birefringence of 
the crystal [4] or by angle tuning the direction of propagation in the crystal [4].
Integrated optical waveguide structures are very interesting because they allow 
alternative solutions to the problem of efficient second harmonic generation. In 
crystals where the natural birefringence does not perm it phasematching, guided 
wave optics allow the use of modal dispersion to arrange for the phase
mis—m atch to be Ak =  0. As phasematching is essential for an efficient
interaction, integrated optics may allow the use of m aterials which cannot
otherwise be phasematched, but which are nonetheless nonlinear.
To continue the comparison, consider the case of a phasematched interaction in 
both the bulk and guided wave interactions. In this case the essential advantage 
of the guided wave arises from the ability of the waveguide to confine the optical 
power density over a long interaction length. In bulk crystals, the fundamental 
beam must be focussed down to increase the power density. The optimum
/ ( E o, 2o>) 2dxdy =  1 (1.14b)
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aTJ
0.5
N o r m a l i z e d  f ield a m p l i t u d e s  a s  a f u n c t i o n  o f  d e p t h  ( in  the  d i r e c t i o n  
o f  w a v e g u i d e  t h i c k n e s s ) .  T h e  s o l i d  c u r v e  is fo r  a s q u a r e d  o f  a f u n d a m e n t a l  
w a v e  T M  g u i d e d  m o d e  a n d  th e  d a s h e d  c u r v e  is fo r  a s e c o n d  h a r m o n i c  
r a d i a t i o n  m o d e .  '
After H. Tamada "Coupled mode analysis of SHG in the 
form of Cerenkov radiation from a planar optical 
waveguide"; IEEE Jnl Quantum Electronics 27(3), 
pp .502-508, 1991.
figure 1.2 overlap of the fundamental and harmonic mode 
The dark shaded areas represent a positive contribution 
to the overlap intgral, the hatched areas a negative 
contribut ion.
a0.5
N orm alized  field am p litu d es  as a function  o f  dep th  (in the d irec tion  
o f  w aveguide th ickness). T he so lid  cu rve  is for a squared  o f  a fundam ental 
w ave TM  guided m ode and the dash ed  curve is for a second  harm onic 
rad ia tion  m ode. '
After H. Tamada "Coupled mode analysis of SHG in the 
form of Cerenkov radiation from a planar optical 
waveguide"; IEEE Jnl Quantum Electronics 27(3), 
pp.502-508, 1991.
figure 1.2 overlap of the fundamental and harmonic modes. 
The dark shaded areas represent a positive contribution 
to the overlap intgral, the hatched areas a negative 
contribution.
fundamental
beam
titanium-indiffused 
vaueguide region
harmonic
beam
fundamental beam
fundamental beam N proton-exchanged tiauequide
{>
fundamental beam
harmonic
radiation
figure 1.3 SHG in optical waveguides in lithium niobate. 
Top:- guided-guided mode interaction. Bottom:- guided- 
radiation mode interaction.
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arrangem ent for this is the so— called confocal focussing arrangem ent, in which 
case Eq. 1.11 must be derived in a more rigorous fashion. For a Gaussian beam 
distribution, in the confocal focussing arrangem ent, the conversion efficiency can 
be shown to be given by:—
■n — A  d  c c 2 sin 2(0.5AkL)
V ~  ' ----- (0.5AkL)2 (11S>
Comparing the confocal beam configuration to that of guided waves, the ratio of 
the guided wave term  to the confocal term  is given by:—
GW /CF =  (L.X/2Neff).12 (1.16)
For values appropriate to lithium niobate waveguides this leads to an improvement 
factor of around 200 for the guided wave case. However, the efficiency of the 
guided wave case is reduced by a factor known as the overlap integral (see 
chapter 2). This "reduction" is actually multiplication by the overlap integral 
factor which is less than one [3].
1.2.3 Choice of nonlinear material
For bulk nonlinear optical applications the crystals should (ideally) possess the 
following properties [5]:—
(1 ) non—centrosymmetry for exploitation of x^2) effects,
(2 ) optical transparency in the wavelength ranges of use, i.e . at both the 
fundamental and harmonic (or sum/difference) wavelengths of interest,
(3) birefringence,
(4) resistance to optical damage.
For nonlinear integrated optics the above conditions can, under given conditions, 
be relaxed. For example, the requirem ent for birefringence need no longer hold 
as the waveguide dispersion can allow an extra degree of freedom for 
phasematching as discussed above. However, an extra constraint is that it must be 
possible to fabricate good quality, low loss, waveguides in a reproducible manner.
9
Ferroelectric lithium niobate has long been known to possess large optical 
nonlinearities and, as such, has routinely been used for nonlinear optical 
applications. Furtherm ore, it is possible to fabricate low— loss waveguides by either 
titanium — indiffusion, proton— exchange or a combination of both. For these 
reasons, lithium niobate was the crystal chosen as the nonlinear m aterial. One 
disadvantage of using lithium niobate is that it is photorefractive, i.e. it is 
susceptible to optical damage, even at m oderate input powers. T he waveguide 
fabrication technique used throughout the thesis was proton— exchange and it is 
known that the photorefractive susceptibility of proton— exchanged lithium niobate 
is lower than that of the bulk crystal.
1.2.4 T he crystal structure of lithium niobate
Lithium niobate is a m an— made compound that does not occur naturally. The 
growth of lithium niobate by the Czochralski technique was reported independently 
by Ballman [6 ] and Fedulov [7] in 1964 and since then this technique has become 
the standard method for the commercial growth of lithium niobate. It is 
ferroelectric, with a th ree— fold rotational symmetry about the c— axis, making it 
a m em ber of the trigonal crystal system. It also has m irror symmetry about three 
planes 60° apart rotated about the c—axis and is thus classified as a m ember of 
the 3m point group. Crystals which belong to the trigonal group can be 
structurally classified using either a hexagonal or a rhom bohedral unit cell. For an 
in—depth study of the lithium niobate crystal structure a series of five papers by 
Nassau, Abrahams et al [8,9,10,11,12], concerned with the growth, crystal 
structure and other material aspects published in 1966 is considered an im portant 
piece of research work. O ther general reviews on the properties of lithium 
niobate have been published by Rauber [13], by Weis and Gaylord [14] as well as 
an INSPEC volume devoted entirely to lithium niobate [14b].
Lithium niobate has been shown to have a large deviation in the stoichiometry 
dependent upon the crystal growth conditions. The dependence of the 
stoichiometry upon crystal growth has been well studied by many workers [15,
16]. Many of the physical properties of lithium niobate are dependent on the
crystal stoichiometry and so, also, is the crystal homogeneity. It is now well
understood that the extraordinary refractive index is strongly dependent on the 
stoichiometry but that the ordinary index is not dependent. This implies that the 
phasematching tem perature for second harmonic generation is dependent on the
crystal stoichiometry. By growing crystals in which the initial melt composition is
48.6 mole% L i2Q , congruent lithium niobate is grown. The congruent crystals are
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very homogeneous and consequently the physical properties of lithium niobate are 
very close to constant throughout the crystal.
1.2.5 Nonlinear properties of lithium niobate
As was stated in the previous section, lithium niobate is a m em ber of the 3m 
point group. General crystallographic symmetry considerations indicate that there 
should be four nonlinear coefficients d 15, d 22, d 31, and d 33. Applying the 
Kleinmann symmetry rule [4] indicates that d 31 =  d 15  and, consequently, for
lithium niobate, there are only three independent second order nonlinear 
coefficients. The components of the second harmonic polarization can be written, 
in the reduced matrix notation, as follows:—
rpxi r o o o o d 31 - d 22irEx2 l
Ip y I =  | - d 22  d 22  0 d 31 0 0 |  |Ey2 I
LPZJ L d 31 d 31 d 3 3  0  0  0  J |E Z 2 I
|2EyEz | (1.17)
I 2ExEz |
L2ExE y J
Equation 1.17 allows the nonlinear polarisation fields to be calculated for a given 
polarisation of fundamental field. For example consider an electric field poarised 
in the x— direction. It can be seen that this field can couple to an electric
polarised field in the z— direction via the d 31 coefficient and also to a 
y—polarised field via d 2 2 . Phasematching then determ ines which field dominates
at the output face of the crystal (see figure 1.3).
The magnitude of the coefficients (in pmV~~ n) are as follows [13]:—
d 33  =  34.4
d 31 =  5.95
Experimentally, the value of d 22  is subject to large errors because it can only be 
determ ined from a difference of large numbers [13]. As d 22  is of little interest 
for the work of this thesis no value of the magnitude will be quoted. The 
magnitudes quoted above are for a fundamental wavelength of 1 .06/on. However, 
as expected, there is little variation in the magnitude of the coefficients over the 
visible and near IR spectrum. As was m entioned in 1.2.4 above, the physical 
properties of lithium niobate are dependent on the crystal stoichiometry. This 
indicates that the nonlinear coefficients may be dependent on the stoichiometry.
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Miller and Norland [17] have reported that only the d 3 , coefficient is strongly
dependent on the initial melt composition. This dependence emphasises the need 
for congruent crystals for nonlinear applications in which the d 3 , coefficient is to 
be used.
1.3 Fabrication of optical waveguides bv proton— exchange
Only proton— exchanged waveguides were used in the work presented in this
thesis. There are several other techniques for waveguide fabrication in lithium 
niobate and it is outside the scope of this thesis to discuss these. Several articles 
have been published reviewing waveguide fabrication techniques in lithium niobate
[21.22]. A  brief overview of the proton—exchange process will be given. For a 
review of the alternative techniques the reader is referred to the cited articles.
Proton—exchange using benzoic acid was first dem onstrated by Jackel at al [18], 
in 1982 and developed from  earlier work on ion—exchange involving A g N 0 3 [19] 
and T 1 N 0 3 [20] melts. T he ion—exchange process resulted in generally
unreproducible high index guides and was initially believed to be due to an 
exchange between the lithium ions and the Ag or T1 ions. The index change was 
later recognised to be due to an exchange process between hydrogen ions
(protons) from water impurities in the m olten salts and the lithium ions [2 0 ].
Proton— exchange involves an exchange between lithium ions from the substrate
with hydrogen ions (protons) from the acid source. Chemically, the 
proton— exchange process can be written as :—
L iN b 0 3 +  x H  >  H xL i, _  xNbO 3 +  xLi (1.18)
A num ber of acid sources have been used, the most widely studied being benzoic 
acid (C 6H 5CO OH ), for several reasons. Firstly, it has a convenient working 
range, the melting and boiling points of the acid being =:122°C and =249 °C 
respectively [21]. It is also non—toxic, easy to handle and is relatively 
inexpensive. O ther acids used have included pyro— and orthophosphoric acid
[22.23], sulphuric acid [24] and oleic acid [25]. The resulting waveguide properties
are essentially independent of the acid used. It has been claimed that waveguides 
fabricated using the phosphoric acid have a larger refractive index change than
those made with benzoic acid [2 2 ], although recent work has questioned these
claims [26]. Waveguide fabrication using pyrophosphoric acid will be discussed in 
more detail in chapter 4.
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The proton— exchange process results in a waveguide with a step— index profile 
with an increase in the extraordinary index and a slight decrease in the ordinary 
index. At a wavelength of 0.6328/im the refractive index changes are given by:—
Ane -  0.12
AnQ ss —0.04
Proton— exchanged waveguides will therefore only support optical modes which 
have their electrical field directed along the c— axis, i.e . T E  modes for x— cut 
lithium niobate and TM modes for z— cut m aterial. T he origin of the refractive 
index change is not clearly understood. Rice has hypothesised that it may be 
related to a change in the polarizability of the oxygen ions in the crystal lattice 
[27] by the inclusion of protons. Loni et al [28] have used infrared spectroscopy 
to m onitor the isotopic exchange of 1H and and atomic absorption
spectroscopy to establish the concentration of lithium present in the benzoic acid 
after the exchange. From  the results of the study they concluded that the uptake 
of hydrogen as hydroxyl groups provides charge compensation, while the depletion 
of lithium determ ines the refractive index profile.
T he extent of proton— exchange is dependent on the exchange time and the
tem perature of the acid. Only partial exchange is necessary for waveguide
form ation. For a typical optical waveguide fabricated using benzoic acid, Loni et 
al [29] have found that the "x" value lies between the limits 0 .4 < x < 0 .5 ,
although this probably represents a lower limit. O ther workers [30] have estimated 
x to be closer to 0.7. Complete exchange results in a transform ation from the
rhom bohedral lithium niobate structure to the cubic hydrogen niobate structure 
[31]. Although the exchange is apparently only partial, it has been reported that 
a structural transformation takes place within the waveguide region [32]. The
structural transform ation has its origins in the stress induced in the crystal by the 
replacem ent of lithium ions by protons. The direction of the stress is along the
c—axis with a reported magnitude of Ac/c =  0.47% [32]. It is this induced stress
which prevents fabrication of proton— exchanged waveguides on the y— face of 
lithium niobate [33]. Waveguides can be fabricated on the y—face if prior steps 
are taken to reduce the stress, such as titanium — indiffusion o r m elt dilution.
Several methods have been used to characterise the exact structural changes which 
occur during proton— exchange and post— annealing processes. In a comprehensive
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study Canali et al [34] have employed Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, 
nuclear reactions, secondary ion mass spectrometry, scanning electron microscopy 
and x— ray diffraction to measure the lattice distortions and atomic composition 
profiles of the proton— exchanged regions. From  this work it was concluded that 
the hydrogen depth profile had a step— like profile, in agreem ent with the 
refractive index profile.
Many problems have been identified with proton— exchanged waveguides. Yi— Yan 
has observed index instability [35] and that the waveguides can have a high 
propagation loss due to severe in—plane scattering [36]. O ther im portant problems 
which have been reported include a DC— extinction effect, reduced electro— optic 
and second order nonlinear coefficients [37,38,39,40,41].
Many of these problems can be avoided by annealing the waveguides or by using 
dilute melts [42]. A dilute melt is the exchange acid with a small am ount of a 
lithium containing salt (e.g. lithium benzoate) added as a buffer. T he effect of 
the buffer is to slow the effective diffusion of protons into the substrate [42]. 
T he percentage that benzoic acid is diluted by the addition of lithium benzoate is 
defined by:—
X =  (lithium bfnzoa.'S  ^"{be'nzoic acid}---------------  51 100% (1 1 9 >
where {..} denotes the num ber of moles of the chemical.
T he refractive index difference between proton— exchanged waveguides and the 
substrate leads to tight confinem ent of the radiation within the waveguide 
structure. This is advantageous for nonlinear applications or for curved structures 
such as bends or ring resonators [43]. The negative change in the ordinary index 
means that proton— exchanged waveguides can be used as polarisation selective 
elements [44]. An im portant property of proton— exchanged waveguides is that 
they exhibit a significantly reduced photo—refractive effect [45], thus avoiding a 
problem encountered with titanium —indiffused waveguides [46].
The proton— exchange process has been used to fabricate a wide range of 
integrated optical devices. Passive structures have included various types of gratings 
and lenses [47,48], and polarisers and ring resonators as m entioned above. Active 
devices have included electro— optic phase— modulators [32,37] and intensity 
modulators [49], acousto—optic devices [50] and interferom etric sensors [51].
1-4
Recently, there has been a great deal of work carried out to investigate the 
properties of proton— exchanged waveguides for nonlinear optical devices. Because 
the high refractive index difference between the waveguide and the substrate gives 
strong confinem ent, the power density in the waveguide can be very high even 
for low power levels. This has the potential to allow efficient frequency doubling 
of low power semiconductor lasers. Neveu et al [52] were the first to investigate 
frequency doubling in proton— exchanged waveguides. They achieved 
phase— matching by angle tuning the direction of propagation in a planar 
waveguide. The observed conversion efficiencies were very low because the 
fundamental wave was a low order mode whereas the harmonic wave was a high 
order mode resulting in a poor overlap (see chapter 2). Taniuchi and Yamamoto
[53] used channel waveguides fabricated using pyrophosphoric acid and 
dem onstrated a conversion efficiency of 1% for 120 mW of power from a GaAs 
laser via Cerenkov radiation. Sanford and Connors [54] repeated the experiment 
of Taniuchi and found some inconsistencies in their work. T he m ajor fault was in 
the claimed refractive index change of 0.145. They had only been able to observe 
a refractive index change of 0.125 in the pyrophosphoric acid proton—exchanged 
waveguides. Arvidsson et al [55] investigated the effect of annealing the 
proton— exchanged waveguides on the conversion efficiency in the Cerenkov 
scheme. It was found that, in general, the effect of annealing was to reduce the 
conversion efficiency, a result confirmed by Keys et al [56]. Both Sanford and 
Connors [54] and also Laurell [3] have successfully dem onstrated three— wave 
mixing via Cerenkov radiation by mixing two wavelengths in a channel waveguide. 
The output at the waveguide end— face consists of three light beams produced by 
frequency doubling of the two input beams and sum— frequency generation by the 
mixing of both beams. Such a scheme allows the generation of any arbitrary 
wavelength where a suitable source is not available for frequency doubling.
Recently, annealed proton— exchanged waveguides have been used in conjunction 
with periodically domain reversed lithium niobate substrates to dem onstrate very 
efficient quasi phase—matched second harmonic generation. Lim et al [57,58] have 
used titanium — indiffusion to induce domain reversal. Using a proton— exchanged 
channel waveguide they have dem onstrated very efficient second harmonic 
generation of both Nd:YAG and dye lasers. W ebjom  et al [59,60] have used 
lithium out— diffusion to fabricate the domain reversed substrates and have 
successfully demonstrated second harmonic generation of both Nd:YAG and 
semiconductor lasers.
1.4 New m iniature laser sources with proton— exchanged doped lithium niobate
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substrates
The addition of dopants to the melt during Czochralski growth is a common 
procedure. Dopants such as iron have been used to enhance the photorefractive 
properties of lithium niobate [61]. Such crystals have been widely studied for 
applications involving holographic data storage/optical m em ory elements [62].
A nother much used dopant is magnesium oxide, MgO. The addition of magnesium 
oxide to the melt produces a substrate with a reduced susceptibility to
photorefractive damage [63]. This is an attractive substrate for use with
titanium — indiffused waveguides which would normally suffer optical damage at 
even m oderate power levels [46]. The magnesium oxide is generally added at the
concentration level of 4.5% by weight to the melt.
If laser active elements are added to the melt during growth then it is possible to 
grow crystals which may be used as the gain medium in a laser cavity. Substrates 
with dopants such as neodymium, erbium have been grown successfully. T here are 
many reasons why such crystals are im portant, the main ones being that:—
(1) T he gain medium is nonlinear, allowing self—frequency doubling of the laser
wavelength.
(2) T he substrate is electro— optic, allowing the possibility of Q — switching.
(3) Waveguide fabrication is possible, allowing the fabrication of lasers with very
low threshold powers due to the high power densities which can be achieved in
the waveguide.
(4) Combining all of the above should allow the realisation of a miniature, 
diode— pumped self— Q — switched, self— frequency doubled laser source.
A significant amount of work has been carried out to dem onstrate lasing action in 
doped lithium niobate. In the 1960's bulk lithium niobate lasers were fabricated 
using neodymium and erbium doped substrates [64]. The problem of optical 
damage prevented any serious work on doped lithium niobate as a laser host. 
Recently, with the advances in crystal growth using magnesium oxide as a 
co— dopant and by exploiting the superior photorefractive properties of 
proton— exchanged waveguides, miniature lithium niobate lasers have been 
fabricated. Lallier et al [65] have fabricated highly efficient diode— pumped 
neodymium— doped lasers. The pump wavelength was around 820nm, with a lasing
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wavelength of 1.08^m . Brinkmann et al [66] have studied erbium—doped 
substrates for laser applications. Although erbium doped lithium niobate is well 
known, the authors chose to ion— im plant erbium into a previously undoped 
substrate. After annealing the substrates, a waveguiding region was formed. Using 
a laser diode as the pum p, fluorescence was observed at 1 .55 p m  as expected. 
T here are two m ajor drawbacks with such a laser source:—
(1) T he substrate is photorefractive and,
(2) erbium exhibits excited state absorption at a pump wavelength of 820nm.
In order to solve the problem of optical damage either a magnesium oxide doped 
substrate or a proton— exchanged waveguide region could be used. To prevent 
excited state absorbtion, pump lasers at about l A & p m  or 0 .98/im must be used 
and, a t present, semiconductor lasers at these wavelengths are the subject of 
intense research. It should be therefore be possible, within the near future, to 
realise a diode— pumped erbium— doped lithium niobate laser.
1.5 Summary
This chapter has served as an introduction to the work contained in this thesis. A 
brief outline of second order nonlinear optics was presented and the advantages to 
be gained by adopting an integrated optics approach were outlined. Following this 
brief introduction the choice of nonlinear m aterial, i.e . lithium niobate, was 
justified and some of the properties of this crystal reviewed. The 
proton— exchange technique for waveguide fabrication was then described. Only 
proton— exchanged waveguides were used in the work presented in this thesis. 
Finally, a possible future application of all of the above in the form of a 
m iniature all solid state laser was outlined.
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CHAPTER 2.
TH EO RY  O F SECOND HARM ONIC GENERATION fSHG^l IN OPTICAL 
W AVEGUIDES.
This chapter outlines the theoretical aspects of second order nonlinear optical 
interactions in an optical waveguide. An expression for the conversion efficiency 
for SHG in a proton—exchanged optical waveguide is derived based on a simple 
theoretical model. As an introduction to nonlinear processes in optical waveguides, 
the theoretical description of phasematched second harm onic generation in optical 
waveguides is discussed briefly. This is followed by an outline of the theory of 
SHG in situations where phase—m atching is achieved by Cerenkov radiation, with 
particular reference to proton— exchanged waveguides. In this case the theory is 
com plicated by the inclusion of the radiation field into the equations, which are 
therefore m ore difficult to treat m athem atically than ones for guided modes alone. 
Although there are now several published theories of SHG by coupling to 
Cerenkov radiation in proton— exchanged waveguides, very little had been 
published when this work was initiated. T he recently published theories of 
Cerenkov SHG are reviewed and the m ain results outlined and com pared.
By formulating the problem  in the framework of coupled mode theory, a simple 
theoretical model has been developed and has been used to predict the conversion 
efficiency for SHG as a function of waveguide depth and refractive index. A 
derivation of this calculation will be presented in some detail. T he results are in 
fair agreem ent with published work based on m ore rigorous analyses and are also 
in agreem ent with measured experim ental results. A  suitable waveguide design for 
the optimization of the conversion efficiency for SHG is then given.
2.1 Theory of SHG in optical waveguides.
2.1.1 Conventional phasematching.
For the case of conventional phasematching, where the m aterial birefringence 
compensates for the phase—mismatch, [1], the theory of SHG is strongly based 
on that for bulk SHG, [2]. T he main difference lies in the electric field 
distributions of the fundamental and harmonic waves. In bulk SHG, the electric 
(and magnetic) field distributions can be represented by plane waves or, more 
realistically, Gaussian field distributions [2]. For SHG in an optical waveguide,the 
field distributions are determ ined by the propagating modes of the optical
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waveguide structure. It is assumed in this work that the photon densities are high, 
allowing the use of classical electromagnetic fields.
Assuming a loss—less system, Maxwell's equations are:—
V x E =  -  p atH (2.1)
V x H =  atD (2.2)
where D =  c 0E  •+■ P (2.3)
and dt denotes the derivative with respect to  time.
As was discussed in chapter 1, the polarisation is given by a  linear and a 
nonlinear term :—
*  =  p l +  p nl (2.4)
T he linear (vector) term , Pj, is identically the term  used in  linear optics and is 
given by (in the scalar notation):—
Pj =  (2.5)
T he nonlinear polarisation term , P j j ,  is given by an  equation relating the induced 
polarisation to the incident electric field via a third rank tensor, x ^ ;""
^nl =  <o-X<2>-E.E (2.6)
where ^ 2 )  is the second order nonlinear polarisation term . F o r the purpose of 
this thesis, only the second order term s are im portant. In com ponent form , the 
expression for the nonlinear polarisation is given by (in the reduced notation,
[3]):-
rpxl  r 0 0 0 0 d 31 - d ^ U E x *  1
|Py | =  | - d 22 d 22 0 d 31 0 0 | | E *  |
IP 'J l d „ d „ d s , 0  0 0 J | e £  I
12EyEz | (2.7)
12EXE 2 1 
l2ExEyJ
with the nonlinear polarisation tensor written here for the case of L iN bO , [3]
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(see chapter 1).
Assume a waveguide coordinate system which is oriented  with the waveguide 
boundaries norm al to the x— axis and with the propagation along the z—direction 
(Fig. 2 .1). Note that these axes are  N OT (in  general) the  crystallographic axes.
X
waveguide coordinate system
f i g u r e  2 . 1
F or the purposes of this derivation, consider a fundam ental frequency electric field 
with the field direction along the y -a x is .  Assuming tim e harm onic electromagnetic 
fields, M axwell's equations can be used to derive the wave equation:—
=  - p 0. £ 0. o 2. E -  m0-w2-Pnl (2.8)
F or the waveguide geom etry defined, the nonlinear polarisation term  reduces to
[4 ] :-
P„i =  d „ . E x i  (2.9)
•I K
L i D
where E x is the fundamental requency electric field along the y— axis. For 
waveguide SHG (in a non—resonant cavity configuration) it can be assumed that 
the conversion efficiency is low enough so that the fundam ental beam remains 
almost completely undepleted (although the equations can also be solved in the 
case of high conversion efficiency). For an interaction length L, Eq. 8 can be 
solved in  the fram ework of coupled m ode theory to give the expression for the 
conversion efficiency [4]:—
r )  =  C.sinc 2(Ak.L/2).I (2.10)
where C is given by:—
c  =  ( 2 n )  
and I, known as the overlap integral is given by:—
I ( n r  i) =  / ( E 2 0 )•(£J  2.dxdy (2.12)
E  2Cl) and E ^  are the electric - field distributions a t the second harm onic and 
fundam ental frequencies respectively, normalised as defined in chapter one (Eq. 
1.14b). F or waveguide SHG, the electric field distributions at the harmonic and 
fundam ental frequencies are determ ined by the waveguide structure. T hat is, they 
are described m athematically by the solutions to Maxwell's equations for the 
waveguide structure — the so -c a lle d  waveguide modes. The 0 ^  and 0 2 O )  factors 
represent the effective refractive indices of the fundamental and harm onic waves. 
T he sin c2(AkL/2) term  describes the effect of the phase—m ismatch, Ak. W hen Ak 
=  0, the interaction is said to be phasematched. It is im portant to arrange that 
Ak =  0 so that the conversion efficiency can be maximised. In  a waveguide 
geom etry, several techniques can be used to arrange for phasematched SHG. 
These techniques will be outlined in a subsequent section.
From  inspection of Eq. 10 it can be seen that the harmonic power generated is 
proportional to the square of the fundamental guided power in the waveguide and 
also to the square of the interaction (waveguide) length. T he overlap integral is 
an  im portant concept in waveguide nonlinear optics. T he overlap integral describes 
the spatial overlap of the interacting waveguide modes a t the  fundamental and 
harmonic wavelengths [4]. As the modal field distributions are strongly dependent 
on the wavelength of light and the refractive index profile, it is im portant to 
arrange for the maximum spatial overlap of the interacting modes in order to
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optim ise the conversion efficiency.
2 .2  Phasem atching Techniques.
F o r waveguide SHG there are several techniques by which phasem atching can be 
arranged. In bulk SHG, only birefringent nonlinear m aterials norm ally allow the 
phasem atching condition to be m et. T he various techniques o f phasematching will 
briefly be described.
2.2.1 B irefringence.
In optically birefringent m aterials the fundam ental m ode (of a given polarisation 
state) can  be phasem atched to a harm onic wave o f orthogonal polarisation [1]. 
This is achieved by either variation of the  fundam ental wavelength [5], by 
tem perature tuning of the birefringence [6], o r, for p lanar slab waveguides, by 
angle tuning the direction of propagation o f the  fundam ental beam  [7]. For the 
case o f U N bO  3 waveguides, typically only titanium —indiffused waveguides can be 
used fo r birefringence phasem atching, since pro ton— exchanged waveguides allow 
only a single state of polarisation to  be propagated (depending on the crystal 
cut), [8]. Fig. 2 .2  shows the arrangem ent for SHG in a titan ium -ind iffused  
waveguide. Typical phasematching tem peratures for titanium —indiffused waveguides 
are  in the range — 10°C  to 80 °C [4] depending on the substrate used, e.g. 
undoped o r M gO—doped, and on the  fundam ental wavelength.
fundamental 
bean
titanium-indiffused 
uaueguide region
harmonic
beam
LiNbO
fundamental beam
figure 2.2 second harmonic generation in a 
titanium-indiffused waveguide
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2.2.2 Modal Dispersion.
In a multimode optical waveguide, phasematching can take place between a low 
order waveguide mode a t the fundam ental wavelength and a higher order
waveguide mode at the harmonic wavelength [9]. This implies that phasematched 
SHG can take place without the need for a birefringent substrate. However, in 
this case, the overlap integral is typically so small that the conversion efficiency 
is generally very low [1]. For titanium —indiffused waveguides, a single mode
waveguide a t the fundam ental waveguide will generally be multimoded at the 
harm onic wavelength. By tem perature tuning the birefringence it is often possible 
to  phasem atch separately to each of the individual waveguide modes at the 
harm onic wavelength [6].
2.2.3 Grating Structures.
If the wave vector mismatch is given by Ak =  k 2W — 2k w then the phasematched 
condition k 20) — 2kw — Ak =  0 may be satisfied by using a grating structure of 
wavevector K =  Ak. T he grating wave vector, K, is defined by K =  2x/A, where 
A is the wavelength of the grating structure. Such a grating structure can be 
derived from  a periodic modulation of the linear refractive index, o r by a 
periodic m odulation of the nonlinear coefficient, o r both [9]. It is m ore efficient
to modulate the nonlinear coefficient, as a m odulation o f the refractive index
leads to high scattering losses. Grating phasematched SHG is an  especially useful 
approach for SHG in crystals which cannot be phasem atched by norm al means 
but which are nevertheless highly nonlinear [10].
2.3.1 Theory of Cerenkov SHG in proton— exchanged waveguides.
As noted previously, conventional phasematching via the waveguide birefringence is 
impossible in "conventionalM proton—exchanged waveguides. This is a consequence 
of the proton—exchange process which allows only a single polarisation state to 
be guided. By using a buried proton— exchanged waveguide, where both of the 
refractive indices are increased, birefringent phasematching may be possible. To 
date the author is not aware of any published experim ental results for SHG in 
buried proton—exchanged waveguides. Phasematching via the Cerenkov effect is 
one particulary convenient method of frequency doubling efficiently [11]. As there 
are an infinite num ber of allowed radiation modes for any waveguide structure
[12] the Cerenkov effect can provide phasematching of any fundamental 
wavelength. It is therefore particularly suited to phasematching of semiconductor
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lasers operating in the 800nm  wavelength range w here conventional phasematchimg 
is non— trivial.
T h e  physical basis of the "C erenkov" effect is as follows. T h e  input optical field 
generates a nonlinear polarisation field proportional to  the square o f the input 
field. T his nonlinear polarisation field is bound to the  fundam ental field and as 
such m ust travel at the sam e phase velocity. If the  refractive index of the 
substrate region a t 2ui is g reater th an  th e  effective refractive index of the 
fundam ental guided m ode (and hence the  nonlinear polarisation field), second 
harm onic light will be radiated in to  the  substrate (Fig. 2 .3).
fundamental beam K proton-exchanged wauequide
fundamental beam
harmonic
radiation 
propagation length chosen 
to prevent reflections 
from the bottom face
figure 2*3 second harmonic generation in a 
proton-exchanged waveguide by Cerenkov radiation
Form ally, the  condition fo r C erenkov radiation can  be derived as follows. 
C onsider a  waveguide with substrate refractive index xij and superstrate refractive 
index n c . T h e  guided m odes will p ropagate with an  effective index N eff which 
obeys:—
ns«  n c«  <  Neff (2.13)
N orm al dispersion implies th a t ns 20) >  n ^ .  T hus:—
“ s*  <  Ncff <  ns ™  (2.14)
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but also nc 2C0 <  Ncff < (2.15)
This is the condition for substrate radiation modes (as opposed to cover radiation 
modes).
T he phase velocity of the nonlinear polarisation wave is given by:—
Vnl =  2.cV(ka<,N eff) (2.16)
and the phase velocity of a free wave a t the same wavelength propagating in the 
substrate is:—
V 2W=  2 .u '( k 2W.ns 2“)  (2.17)
It can be seen from  Eqs. 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 that V j j  >  V 2W and, under the
conditions of Eq. 2.15, the nonlinear polarisation field is a source of Cerenkov 
radiation. Phasem atching implies that the com ponent of m om entum  along the 
direction of propagation is conserved, i.e . 2/3^, =  /S2a), which gives:—
Neff =  V ^ -c o s f l  (2.18)
This phasematching condition (conservation of wave vector along the direction of 
propagation) implies that the harmonic wave is radiated uniformly into a cone 
whose sem i-an g le  is given by Eq. 2.18. For a  wave propagating a t an  angle 6  
to the optic axis in a lithium niobate waveguide, the refractive index of the 
substrate which the wave "sees" is given by, [13]:—
n  2 0  n  2 0
”s S“  = {(noSU.cose)* +  ' ( 4 !U-sli>e)5) 8-s—  (2'19)
where n0 and n e are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of lithium
niobate. Combining Eqs. 2.18 and 2.19 gives an  expression for the angle a t which 
the radiation is em itted into the substrate (the "Cerenkov" angle):—
,  =  -  W - 3  (2 .20)
As n0 and n e are properties of the crystal, the Cerenkov angle can be varied 
simply by varying the effective index of the guided mode, i.e . by varying the 
waveguide fabrication conditions. M easurement of the Cerenkov angle has been 
used to characterise waveguides as an alternative to m ore traditional methods such 
as prism coupling [14] and is an especially powerful technique for stripe
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waveguides. Cerenkov SHG has been observed in many types of waveguide other 
than proton—exchanged waveguides, for example in optical fibres [15], ZnS films 
on ZnO  substrate [16] and in MNA/glass waveguides [17].
Cerenkov SHG can be treated in the theoretical framework o f coupled mode 
theory. The main problem  with this approach occurs when the orthogonality 
relations are invoked. T he resulting overlap integral is now between a guided 
m ode a t the fundamental wavelength and a radiation m ode a t the harmonic 
wavelength. T he difficulty in this approach lies in the normalisation of the 
radiation m ode, [12]. For waveguides with a step—like refractive index profile it 
is possible to normalise the radiation modes but, for waveguides with an arbitrary 
refractive index profile, the radiation modes are not easy to com pute and even 
m ore difficult to normalise [12]. This makes modelling o f Cerenkov SHG in 
annealed proton—exchanged waveguides very difficult.
In order to  model Cerenkov SHG, several alternative theories have been derived. 
T ien e t al [16], who were the first to report on  Cerenkov SHG, modelled the 
effect in term s of antenna theory using expressions derived from  waveguide 
theory. T heir calculation is complicated and the final expressions do not lend 
themselves to a simple insight into the problem .
Li e t al [18, 19] and Buritskii et al [20] have also treated the problem  in terms 
o f an  antenna theory. Li et al have obtained a simple expression relating the 
conversion efficiency for SHG in a step—index proton—exchanged waveguide to 
the waveguide param eters and have used this expression to  m odel the conversion 
efficiency as a function of waveguide depth and waveguide refractive index. The 
results which they have obtained are in good agreem ent with experim ental results 
and are also consistent with results obtained using other theoretical treatments. 
T he theory of Buritskii et al is similar to that of T ien and apparently gives 
results which are in close agreem ent with experim ental results. T he waveguide 
modelled in the work of Buritskii e t al was a titanium — indiffused waveguide and 
to the knowledge of the author no results have been published by then for 
proton—exchanged waveguides.
T he beam propagation m ethod is a sophisticated com putational technique which 
has long been used in the analysis of waveguide problems [21]. Using the beam 
propagation approach Fujiwara et al [22] have obtained results which agree very 
well with the published results of Taniuchi and Yamamoto [11]. This approach 
also allows the Cerenkov angles and far—field radiation pattern o f the harmonic
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waves to be calculated.
By working in the framework of the effective index m ethod, it is possible to 
construct M axwell's equations in com ponent form and solve the equations in a 
se lf-co n sis ten t m anner. Sanford et al [23] and Hayata e t al [24] have used this 
approach to solve the problem  of Cerenkov SHG. In  both cases, the analyses are, 
algebraically, very complicated but the resulting equations m odel very well the 
dependence of SHG conversion efficiency on the waveguide param eters.
2 .3 .2  Main features of the published results.
Although the conversion efficiency for SHG by Cerenkov radiation has been 
calculated using several different m athem atical techniques, the results are  generally 
consistent with each other in term s of the dependence of conversion efficiency on 
the waveguide param eters. T he m ain results of these theories will be pointed out, 
as any new  theory must be in agreem ent with established results.
In all cases, the waveguide depth for maximum conversion efficiency is close to 
the cut— off depth for the lowest order waveguide m ode a t the fundamental 
wavelength. This implies that the shorter the fundam ental wavelength, the 
shallower the waveguide must be in order to  maximise the conversion efficiency. 
T he shape of the conversion efficiency versus waveguide depth curve is generally 
the same in each case. T he conversion efficiency starts off low and quickly rises 
to  a maximum. It then falls off, but increases again to reach a lower secondary 
peak before falling off again. An example of such a graph is shown in Fig 2.4.
2.3.3 A simplified model of Cerenkov SHG based on coupled mode theory.
In order to calculate results from theories such as those based on direct solutions 
of M axwell's equations, antenna theory or the beam propagation m ethod on a 
com puter, relatively sophisticated m athem atical algorithms have to be implemented. 
However, by adopting the coupled mode theory approach commonly used in 
waveguide problems, a mathematically simple and com putationally more 
straightforward solution to  the problem  can be derived. T he difficulty in this 
approach lies in the modelling of the field of the harm onic radiation mode. As 
has been stated, it is very difficult to normalise the modal field expressions for 
an  arbitrary refractive index profile, so this type of approach can lead to 
inaccuracies in the calculation of the conversion efficiency. However, the radiation 
modes of a step index waveguide have been calculated [24] and, by using a
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coupled m ode theory approach, a prediction of the dependence of conversion 
efficiency on waveguide depth can be made. A calculation of the absolute 
conversion efficiency is not required from this theory. It is only required that the 
theory predicts the shape of the conversion efficiency versus waveguide depth 
curve in order to allow comparison with experim ental results. If it can be 
assumed that for gentle annealing, i.e . short times, the refractive index profile of 
proton— exchanged waveguides does not deviate much from a step index profile, 
the effect of annealing the waveguide on the conversion efficiency can also be 
modelled. In this case the waveguide refractive index may be reduced, but the 
refractive index is still step—like. This will only be valid for small changes in the 
refractive index.
M arcuse has used such a coupled m ode theory approach to m odel the 
electro— optic coupling between a guided mode and a radiation m ode in an 
electro—optic c u t - o f f  modulator. T he coupled mode theory of Cerenkov radiation 
closely follows the analysis of Marcuse.
In  an  electro—optic c u t - o f f  m odulator, a guided mode of a waveguide is coupled 
to an  unguided radiation mode via an  applied electric field [25]. T he application 
of the electric field alters the refractive index of the waveguide region via the 
electro—optic effect [26]. If the applied field is large enough, the refractive index 
of the waveguide region can be reduced to such an extent that it can no longer 
support even one guided modes at that wavelength. A  radiation m ode can 
propagate however, and the guided mode is then coupled to one of these modes. 
T he angle at which the radiation mode is em itted into the substrate region is 
given by a phasematching condition analogous to that of Cerenkov radiation. This 
similarity in behaviour between the electro— optic cut— off m odulator and 
Cerenkov SHG allowed the author to construct a model for Cerenkov SHG in a 
framework entirely equivalent to that used to model the electro—optic modulator. 
The author is grateful to Dr. A.K. G hatak of the Indian Institute of Technology 
for valuable discussions on certain aspects of the model.
In order to calculate the conversion efficiency for SHG, a coupling constant is 
calculated for the coupling of the fundamental waveguide m ode to the harmonic 
radiation mode. This coupling coefficient can then be used to estim ate the power 
exchanged between the two modes and, hence, the conversion efficiency for SHG.
2.3.4 Derivation of the coupling coefficient.
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An outline of the calculation of the coupling coefficient will be given. As the 
calculation is rather involved, a detailed derivation will not be given but can be 
found in a paper by Marcuse [27] or in a standard textbook on waveguide 
analysis [12].
T he starting point is in Maxwell's equations (Eqs. 2 .1 , 2.2). T he electric and 
m agnetic fields are expressed in term s of longitudinal and transverse components. 
Using these expressions the norm al modes of the waveguide can de derived. By 
invoking the orthogonality relations and expressing the electric and magnetic fields 
as a superposition of guided and radiation modes, an  expression for the coupling 
coefficient is derived. T he expression is complicated but can be simplified, given 
the assumption that the anisotropy of the medium is small (a reasonable 
approxim ation for lithium niobate).
T he coupling coefficient is given by
where u  is related to  the fundamental frequency, and E  v  are the electric 
field distributions for the harmonic wave and fundam ental wave respectively, * 
denotes the complex conjugate and P is the power carried by the fundamental 
wave. T he term  (« — «') represents the difference between the dielectric tensor
of the actual waveguide structure (including nonlinear effects) and the ideal 
waveguide structure (linear effects only) whose modes are E ,,. T he subscript on 
the integral sign indicates the limits of the integration.
2.3.5 Calculation of the conversion efficiency
From  Eq. 2.21, the coupling coefficient can be rewritten in term s of the 
fundamental and harmonic waveguide modes as:—
where P is the power per unit width. (Alternatively the electric fields could be 
expressed in two dimensions and the integral taken with respect to dx.dy). The 
term  ( e — e') can be calculated from the continuity of the electric displacement 
vector D , as defined below.
T he waveguide structure is defined in Fig. 2.1. T he refractive indices of the
K =  (o /4 . j .P ) . /±J E ^ ) * .( e  -  c’).E „ .d x (2 .21)
K =  (o /4 . j .P ) . /±00( E 2tJ)*.( e -  O - E ^ d x (2.22)
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cladding, the waveguide and the substrate are defined as nc , nf and ns
respectively. For the linear waveguide the D  vector is given by:—
D = £0.E +  P =  e0.E.(l +  x ^ )  (2.23)
This gives for e’:—
=  e0(l +  >f 'h (2-24)
For the case of a waveguide with a nonlinearity, D is given, (to  second order), 
b y :-
D =  e0.E +  «0.*<’) .£  *• ( D.d3j.E.E
=  e0.E.(l +  *0 ) +  d ,,.E ) (2.25)
Similarly, it can be seen that e can be reduced to :—
t  = «on + + d„.B) (2.26)
T hus, from  the continuity of D :—
e -  c* =  e0.d33.E (2.27)
T he coupling coefficient Eq. 2.22 becomes:—
K =  M 4 . j .P ) . / ±J E 2J ^ 0.d 33.(E J 2 .d x  (2.28)
Assuming d 3 3 is not a function of the co— ordinate x and using normalised field 
distributions (P =  1 mW m— 1), Eq. 2.28 becomes:—
K =  (o). c 0.d 33/ 4 . j ) . / ±O£( E 2tj)* .E a)2.dx (2.29)
The coupling efficiency is best expressed in term s of the attenuation coefficient a  
of the guided mode. Neglecting propagation losses, the attenuation is caused by
power loss from  the guided mode E ^  to the radiation m ode E 20r The power
attenuation is given by the form ula:—
2 .a .L  =  2 .x .(^ u/k s 2W ).|K |2 (2.30)
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where ( 3 U  is the propagation constant of the guided fundamental mode and kg20* 
is the propagation constant for the harmonic wave in the substrate. The total 
power attenuated is given by:—
A P / P  =  2 .q .L (2.31)
where AP is the power transferred to the harmonic m ode a t 2 u >  and P =  P w2. 
Thus:—
In the above Eq. 2.33 the integral of Eq. 2.29 over the limits ±» has been 
reduced to three separate integrals. T he three term s represent the overlap 
integral in the su p e rs ta te , the waveguide and the substrate regions respectively. It 
was assumed in this work that the d 3 3 coefficient is the tam e in both the 
waveguide and substrate regions. Later work, see chapter 5, aimed a t measuring 
the d 33 coefficient has shown this to be an invalid assumption. It will be shown 
in chapter 5 that the d 33 coefficient in the proton—exchanged waveguide region 
is, for typical processing conditions, significantly lower than the d 33 coefficient of 
the substrate region. The effect of a reduced d 33 in the waveguide region is to 
introduce an additional factor, f, into the second of the overlap integrals. 
However, since only the relative shape of the conversion efficiency curve is 
required, this additional factor has a relatively small effect on the final results.
T he electric field distributions must be derived for the particular waveguide 
geometry used. For proton— exchanged waveguides in z— cut lithium niobate only 
TM  modes can be supported. The magnetic field distributions for the fundamental 
waveguide mode are given by [28]:—
(2.32)
=  C 2.{/h,*4- / 0,h E 2W.E w2dx +
(2.33)
Hy =  H cw.e x p [ - 7 cw.(x -h ) ] ;  h <  x (2.34a)
=  H /^.cosIkf^.x — ^ ] ;  0 <  x <  h (2.34b)
=  H ^ . e x p ^ . x ] ;  h <  0 (2.34c)
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and for the harmonic radiation m ode, they are given by:—
H y =  H c 2« e x p [ - 7 c 2« ( x - h ) ] ;  h <  x (2.34d)
=  H f 2W.cos[kf 20).(x— h) +  >^C2CJ1; 0 <  x <  h (2.34e)
=  H s 2W.cos[ks 2W.x +  t p ™ 1; h <  0 (2.34f)
From  the boundary conditions
tan =  (n f^ /n ^ 2^ / ^  (2.35a)
t a n ^ =  (nf^ nc‘0 2.7c«/kf« (2.35b)
tan ^ 2«  =  (nf 2w/nc 2W)2.7c2W/kf2w (2.35c)
[ks/(ns 2^ 2].tan ^  =  [kf/(nf 2<^2].ta n (^ -k f^ .h ) (2.35d)
F or the purposes of this analysis both the exponential term s describing the 
wave vector (eJ£z) and the time dependence (eJ0*) of the fields can be dropped 
from  the analysis.
Using the expression for the TM  guided and radiation modes of a waveguide with 
a step—like refractive index profile, the electric field com ponent, E x , of the TM 
mode is calculated via Maxwell's equations and substituted into Eq. 2.30. The 
conversion efficiency can then be calculated for a step—index waveguide of any 
depth and refractive index difference and substrate index.
Using this formalism, the conversion efficiency has been calculated as a function
of waveguide depth for z— cut proton— exchanged waveguides. R ather than assume 
a value for the refractive index difference, the value used in the calculations was 
that which has been experimentally measured for such waveguides. Fig. 2.5 shows 
a typical graph of conversion efficiency as a function of waveguide depth for the
case of a proton— exchanged waveguide fabricated using neat benzoic acid at a
tem perature of 235 °C.
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It can be seen from  Fig. 2.5 that the conversion efficiency peaks a t a waveguide 
depth of 0 .48 /mi, close to the c u t - o f f  depth of 0.4/ma for a proton—exchanged 
waveguide with fabrication conditions typically as above. This figure compares well 
with the o ther published result for the conversion efficiency as a function of 
waveguide depth (see, for exam ple, Fig 2.4). There is a flat region in the figure 
which is not seen in any other published result, where the increase in the 
conversion efficiency towards the secondary peak tends to occur directly after the 
minimum in conversion efficiency separating the two peaks. However, given the 
relative simplicity of the m odel and the difficulties in calculating the overlap 
integral accurately, the results obtained from the analysis provide useful insight.
T he theory was then used to calculate the effect on the conversion efficiency as 
the refractive index difference between the waveguide and substrate was decreased.
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Although the refractive index profile used was s te p - lik e  throughout, this is a
good first approxim ation to  the case of annealing a waveguide. Fig. 2.6 shows a 
graph of conversion efficiency as a function of the refractive index difference 
between the waveguide region and the substrate for various refractive index
differences. It can be seen that the effect of lowering the refractive index
difference is to reduce the conversion efficiency. This result also agrees with
experim ental results.
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figure 2.6 variation of conversion efficiency (arbitrary 
units) with index difference (all other parameters equal)
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The reduction in conversion efficiency is due to several factors. As the refractive 
index decreases so does the overlap integral. The power density (power/mode spot 
size) in the waveguide also decreases because of the increase in the mode spot 
size of the fundam ental guided wave. T he decrease in the power density and the 
increase in the mode spot size can easily be modelled and are shown in Fig. 2.7. 
In order to be m ore accurate in the modelling of annealed waveguides, it would 
be desirable to insert the changes in the refractive index profile as annealing 
progressed into the model. This approach would, however, make it very difficult 
to calculate the radiation modes, because the step index model would no longer 
be applicable. Although the model is crude, it has predicted quite well the 
dependence of conversion efficiency on waveguide depth and has shown, within 
limits, that the prim ary effect of annealing is to  reduce the conversion efficiency 
for SHG. In order to model m ore accurately the effect of annealing, a more 
sophisticated theoretical model would be required, but such work is outside the 
scope of this thesis.
2.4 Conclusions.
A  model for SHG in proton—exchanged waveguides via the Cerenkov effect has 
been presented. The model is based on a coupled mode theory of the interaction 
of a guided mode and a radiation mode. Whilst the model is relatively simple, it 
allows a prediction of the relationship between the conversion effiency for SHG 
and the waveguide depth. Assuming a step—refractive index profile for both the 
model waveguide and a p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  waveguide, the calculated results are 
in broad agreem ent with experim ental results. Using this model the effect of 
annealing the waveguide has been modelled. It has been found that the effect of 
annealing the waveguide is to reduce the conversion efficiency for SHG, a result 
expected from experim ental results. Although the theory is not rigorous it 
nevertheless is in fair agreem ent with o ther, m ore rigorous, theoretical treatm ents. 
By using m ore rigorous m athematical techniques to calculate the effective index of 
the guided mode a t the fundamental wavelength and also to calculate the overlap 
integral m ore accurately, it should be possible to extend the theory and to obtain 
a better agreem ent with published results.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIM ENTAL INVESTIGATIONS O F  SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION 
(SHG1 IN PRO TON— EXCHANGED W AVEGUIDES.
3.1.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the experim ental investigation of Cerenkov SHG in 
proton—exchanged optical waveguides. Planar waveguides were initially used to 
investigate the dependence of second harmonic generation conversion efficiency on 
the waveguide fabrication time. The effect of annealing the waveguides was then 
investigated. This work was carried out with a Q —switched Nd:YAG laser. Second 
harmonic generation was also investigated in stripe waveguides, using both a c.w. 
Nd:YAG laser and a semiconductor laser. The results from this experimental work 
have been compared with the theoretical results of the previous chapter. In 
general, the results for conversion efficiency are in reasonably good agreement 
with the theoretical model.
3 .1.2 Review of published work
Cerenkov second harmonic generation in proton— exchaged waveguides was first 
dem onstrated using channel waveguides by Taniuchi and Yamamoto [1]. The 
waveguides were fabricated by either immersion or by spin— coating in 
pyrophosphoric acid using tantalum  as a mask (chapter 4 contains m ore details of 
the fabrication process). With a channel waveguide of dimensions (in mm) of 0.4 
x 2.5 x 12 they were able to generate 0.2 mW of harmonic light at 0.42 /an 
from 20 mW of fundamental power at 0.84 /an from a GaAs laser, a conversion 
efficiency of 1%. By refining the waveguide design to increase the conversion 
efficiency they were able to generate up to 1.05 mW of harmonic power with a 
fundamental power of 120 mW [2]. The waveguide dimensions were 0.4 x 2 x 6 
mm.
By using MgO— doped lithium niobate and pyrophosphoric acid waveguides 
Tohm on et al [3] were able to frequency double a laser operating at 0.78 /an to 
generate harmonic light in the ultra— violet spectral region. In order to achieve 
high efficiency the authors used the laser in a gain— switched mode to take 
advantage of the high peak powers available. The fundamental pulses had a 
duration of 21.5 ps with a trailing edge. The harmonic pulses had a duration of 
19.3 ps with a much reduced trailing edge. Using a waveguide with of dimensions
4 5
0.33 x 1.4 x 18 mm the authors were able to produce 1.35 mW  of peak
harm onic power from  600 mW of peak fundamental power, a conversion 
efficiency of 0.2% .
Sanford and Connors [4] have investigated both second harm onic generation and 
sum— frequency generation in proton— exchanged waveguides fabricated in 
M gO—doped lithium niobate. In the second harmonic generation experiments they 
used both a Nd:YAG laser (1.064 /un) and a semiconductor laser (0.833 /zm) and 
for the sum—frequency generation they coupled in both the semiconductor laser 
and light a t 1.3 fzm. For a fundamental wavelength of 1.064 jzm and power of 
0.57 mW  they were able to generate 3.1 nW  of harm onic power. They found 
however that, in disagreem ent with the work of Taniuchi e t al, when using
powers greater than 2 mW  at 0.833 n m optical damage became a problem . Since
Taniuchi e t al do not state explicitly that they are using a pulsed source a t the
fundam ental wavelength then it must be . assumed that they are coupling into the 
waveguide c.w. powers well above the threshold a t which optical damage might be 
expected. It would therefore seem unlikely that no optical damage will occur at 
these high c.w. powers.
In another experim ent Li e t al [5] have used a multimode planar 
proton—exchanged waveguide to generate harm onic radiation from  a Nd:YAG 
laser. Interestingly, they used x—cut lithium niobate and fabricated a waveguide of 
depth 4.4 jzm which supported 5 modes. Only four of these modes produced a 
harm onic wave, the refractive index o f the lowest order m ode being greater than 
the substrate index, thus not satisfying the conditions for Cerenkov radiation. The 
maximum conversion efficiency measured was 0.25% for the fourth order mode. 
T he Nd:YAG laser was operated in a pulsed mode but details o f the pulse power 
levels were not given.
3.2.1 Experim ental SHG of a Nd:YAG laser
For the initial second harmonic generation studies, planar waveguides were used 
because they were easy to fabricate and input coupling could be achieved by 
m eans of prisms. A Nd:YAG laser was used as the fundam ental pum p source to 
investigate the dependence of SHG on the waveguide fabrication conditions.
T here were two im portant reasons for use of the Nd:YAG laser in a Q -sw itch ed  
mode. Firstly, the conversion efficiency for second harm onic generation is 
proportional to the peak power density of the fundamental wave (see chapter 2),
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thus increasing the conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation by a
factor given by the ratio of the peak pulse power to the average power of the 
fundam ental wave. Secondly, lithium niobate is a photo—refractive material and
may suffer optical damage at even m oderate average optical power levels [6]. If
optical damage occurs the output beam is reduced in intensity and in extreme 
cases can be c u t - o f f  completely [6]. The photo—refractive effect is dependent on 
the average optical power so that, for Q —switched pulses with a low repetition 
ra te , the p h o to -re frac tiv e  effect is not a problem . By using Q -sw itch ed  pulses, 
high conversion efficiencies can be achieved while the average power is low
enough to prevent optical damage.
In our experim ents a Q —switched pulse length of 200 ns was used a t a repetition 
ra te  o f 1.25 kHz. T he increase in the conversion efficiency relative to the c.w. 
case should then be:—
where T  is the period o f the pulses and Tp is the pulse—width of the individual 
pulses.
In all cases the average power in the waveguide was kept at, o r below, 1 mW. 
A t these power levels no optical damage was observed.
3 .2 .2  M easurem ent of the Cerenkov angle in planar waveguides
T he Cerenkov angle was defined in chapter 2 as the angle a t which the harmonic 
wave is em itted into the substrate. From  Eq. 2.19, the Cerenkov angle is given
where the definitions are as given in chapter 2. T he ordinary and ex tra -o rd in ary  
refractive indices of lithium niobate were calculated using the Sellmeier relations
[7]. A t a wavelength of 0.532 /an, these refractive indices are :—
n0 =  2.323 
=  2.234
p p 1  p ave =  T  / Tp =  4000 (3.1)
b y :-
■  -  Nef f2) »]}
Neff.»e 3“
(3.2)
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M easurements of the refractive indices at wavelengths of 1.064 jim, 0.6328 /on 
and 0.532 ftm were in close agreem ent with the calculated values. Substituting 
these figures into Eq. 3.2 and rearranging gives an expression for the Cerenkov 
angle:—
0 =  tan” 1 {(1.04/Neff).y(4.99 -  Ne ff*)} (3.3)
T he Cerenkov angle was measured by placing a screen a t a fixed distance 
perpendicular to the polished end face of the waveguide. By simple geometry, the 
Cerenkov angle could be deduced. This angle was then substituted into the Snell's 
law equation to give the Cerenkov angle in the substrate. T he effective index of 
the fundam ental guided m ode was calculated using the p rism -coup ling  technique.
A  series of proton—exchanged waveguides was fabricated in 1 %  dilute melt 
benzoic acid a t an acid tem perature of 235 °C, with fabrication times in the range 
1—4 hrs. Fig. 3.1 shows the relationship between the m easured (d m eas) and 
calculated ( 0cajc) Cerenkov angles. As can be seen, the calculated and measured 
Cerenkov angles are in close agreem ent. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate SHG in a 
planar waveguide and a typical Cerenkov far—field radiation pattern  respectively.
3.2.3 Conversion efficiency for SHG in planar waveguides
T he aim  of this section of the work was to investigate the effect of the 
waveguide fabrication conditions on the conversion efficiency for SHG. By 
fabricating waveguides with a range of depths, the dependence of conversion 
efficiency on waveguide depth could be investigated experimentally. T he effect of
annealing was investigated and com pared to the unannealed case.
3.2.4 Conversion efficiency versus waveguide depth
It is difficult to estimate the depth of a the guiding region of a single mode 
planar waveguide of unknown refractive index profile. An accurate estimate of 
waveguide depth can usually only be achieved for a waveguide which supports 
four o r m ore modes. This allows the waveguide depth to be estim ated using an 
IWKB fit, which is appropriate for a general refractive index profile (see, for 
example, [8]). W hen a single mode step index waveguide is used, the waveguide 
depth can be estimated by measuring the effective index of the guided mode and 
substituting this value, together with the substrate refractive index and the 
refractive index of the waveguide into the dispersion relation for the waveguide.
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The refractive index of the waveguide layer has to be known accurately in order 
to achieve a reasonably accurate estim ate. A second m ethod is to carry out 
m ulti—wavelength m easurem ents of the effective index of a single mode waveguide 
and solve the dispersion relation in a self— consistent m anner to estimate the 
waveguide depth.
A  third, but less accurate, method of estimating the waveguide depth is to use 
the waveguide fabrication time and the diffusion coefficient for proton—exchange.
The diffusion coefficient can be measured accurately (to a t least two decimal
places) and is derived from a knowledge of the waveguide depth calculated from
an IWKB fit to the m easured effective indices of the guided modes. From  a 
knowledge of the diffusion coefficient and the waveguide fabrication time the
waveguide depth, d, can be estimated using the form ula:—
d 2 =  4 .D (T ).t (3.4)
where D(T) is the diffusion coefficient for an  acid tem perature of T  K and t is
the exchange time in hours. This is a standard result from  the theory of diffusion
and still applies in the case of a limited source with an  Arrhenius— type 
behaviour [9].
In the present work the waveguide depths were estim ated by the diffusion
constant m ethod. A series of nine waveguides was fabricated in n e a t  melt benzoic 
acid a t 235 °C for exchange times between 8 min and 70 m in. These waveguides 
were single— moded at X= 1.064 f a n .  Using the same acid m elt conditions, a
second series of waveguides was made for longer exchange times (up to  6 hours). 
T he latter waveguides were m u lti-  moded (>  4 modes) a t X= 0.6328 f i m. The 
effective indices of the guided modes at X= 0.6328 f a n  were m easured and, by 
substituting these indices into an IWKB analysis, the depth of the waveguide was 
estim ated. By plotting out a graph of depth squared (d * )  versus exchange time 
(t), a value for the diffusion constant for proton—exchange under the above 
conditions was estimated. This value of diffusion coefficient was then used to 
estimate the depths of the first set of waveguides, knowing the exchange time 
used for the waveguide fabrication. The depths estimated by this method were in 
agreem ent with the depths estimated by measuring the effective index of the 
guided modes and substituting this value of effective index into the waveguide 
dispersion relation to find the waveguide depth.
Using the Nd:YAG laser in the Q —switched mode with the same param eters (T,
7p) as above (see Eq. 3 .1), the conversion efficiency for second harmonic 
generation was m easured for each of the waveguides in the series. The interaction 
length in each case was 3mm. This interaction length was chosen so that there 
could be no reflections from  the bottom  face of the substrate (see Fig. 3.4). The 
fundam ental power was m easured using a calibrated germ anium  detector and the 
harmonic, power was m easured using a calibrated silicon detector (with an 
appropriate filter to remove any stray fundam ental power). T he output powers 
were m easured at the polished exit face of the waveguide. It was assumed that 
the power (fundam ental o r harm onic) in the waveguide was the same as that 
m easured a t the exit face (after accounting for Fresnel losses), equivalent to 
assuming that the waveguide propagation losses a re  negligible. For the interaction 
lengths used in this work, this is a valid assum ption since the losses will be of 
the o rder of 0.3 dB, based on estim ated propagation losses o f 1 dB/cm. Fig. 3.5 
shows the experim ental arrangem ent used to  m easure the conversion efficiency.
Q-switched 
Nd:YAG laser ■D
PE waveguide X .
$
detectors
Experimental arrangement for 
SHG in planar uaueguides
c.w.
Nd:YAG laser
collimator 
Experimental arrangement for 
SHG in stripe waveguides
stripe
waveguide ZJ
detectors
f i g u r e  3 . 5
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In all the waveguides investigated, the fundamental beam waist in the waveguide 
was different in each case. In this work the beam waist was defined by the
full—width half maximum intensity of the zeroth order waveguide mode of the
fundam ental wave. T he differences in waveguide depths, beam  waist and input
coupling efficiency m eant that the fundamental power density was not the same in 
each waveguide. In order to allow a valid comparison of conversion efficiency for 
each waveguide, it was necessary to calculate the conversion efficiency for the
case of an equivalent fundamental power in each waveguide. This was equivalent 
to normalizing the measured conversion efficiency to a fixed input power.
T he norm alization procedure adopted throughout this work was as follows. The
m easured conversion efficiency was calculated as:—
i )  =  < p a o >  / < P u > (3 .5 )
where < P >  denotes the m ean value of the power a t w  o r 2u>. F or waveguide 
second harm onic generation, 1 W  of fundamental power is an unrealistically high 
power on which to base the norm alization of the conversion efficiency. Instead,
the measured conversion efficiencies were normalized to 1 m W  of fundamental 
power (typical of the average fundamental power levels used in the experiments). 
A figure of 1 mW  for the fundamental power was also used in the theoretical 
calculations. As was m entioned above, the m easured fundam ental beam  waist was 
different for each waveguide, a typical value of the fundam ental beam waist, 
m easured by scanning the near field of the output beam  with a pinhole, being in 
the range 0.5 mm to 3.8 mm. For comparison, all the m easured conversion 
efficiencies were normalised to a beam waist of 1 mm. This allowed a 
comparison to be made between the measured conversion efficiency for each
waveguide and the shape of the theoretical curve for conversion efficiency. At 
this stage only a qualitative comparison could be made. W ithout m ore exact 
estimates of the waveguide depths a quantitative com parison cannot be made. A 
final norm alization was carried out by taking the maximum value of the 
normalized conversion efficiencies and equating it to unity. T he remaining 
normalized conversion efficiences were then scaled with respect to unity.
Fig. 3 .6 shows a graph of normalized conversion efficiency, as defined above, 
versus the waveguide depth. Comparing Fig. 3.6 with Fig. 2.5 of chapter 2, it 
can be seen that there is a reasonable agreem ent between the theoretical 
conversion efficiency curve and the experim ental curve. In proton— exchanged 
waveguides the refractive index is only quasi— steplike and this will introduce an
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Using the waveguide depths estimated from the "measured" diffusion coefficient, 
the conversion efficiency "peaks" at a waveguide depth of approximately 0.7 /xm 
with a value of 1% m W  The measured average fundamental power was 0.38 
mW  and the measured average harmonic power was 4 /xW. T h e  corresponding 
peak powers were 1.54 W and 1 mW  respectively. T he actual, i.e. 
u n -n o rm a lized , fundamental power densities in the waveguide were 31 Wcm-  2 
(average) and 0.12 MWcm“  2 (peak) for a measured fundamental beam waist of
1 . 6  mm.
3.2.5 Effect of annealing on the conversion efficiency
Suhara e t al [10] have shown that the d 3 3  nonlinear coefficient is reduced by a 
factor of approxim ately 2 in proton—exchanged lithium niobate. It has also been 
shown by the author [11] (see also chapter 5) that annealing of 
proton—exchanged regions leads to a partial restoration of the d 3 3  coefficient in 
the waveguide region. T he initial reduction is not unexpected. The nonlinear and 
electro— optic coefficients of lithium niobate are  closely related material 
param eters. It has been shown by M inakata et al [12], Loni e t al [13] and more 
recently by McMeekin and D e La Rue [14], th a t the proton—exchange process 
leads to a reduction in the electro—optic coefficients. T he reduction in the d 33 
coefficient and the electro—optic coefficients will be discussed in m ore detail in 
chapter 5.
Loni e t al [13] have shown that low loss waveguides with a substantially restored 
electro— optic coefficient can be fabricated by annealing for 2 0 mins a t 275 °C 
followed by 15mins a t 375 °C. The annealing took place in an  atm osphere of 
flowing wet oxygen. O n the assumption that the nonlinear coefficient might 
behave in a similar fashion to the electro—optic coefficient, the above fabrication 
procedure was adopted by the author in order to investigate the effect of 
annealing on the nonlinear conversion efficiency. T he same waveguides as used 
previously were used throughout the following work. T he first annealing stage was 
carried out in two lOmin stages. After each annealing stage the conversion 
efficiency and the fundamental beam waist were re— m easured for each waveguide. 
Fig. 3.7 shows the normalized conversion efficiency as a function of waveguide 
depth for the first two (10 m in.) annealing stages. In this case the normalization 
is still with respect to the maximum value of conversion efficiency obtained using 
the un—annealed waveguides (i.e. the same waveguide as in the previous section). 
T he waveguide depths were assumed to be unchanged after the annealing stage. 
As the annealing is for only a short period, this should be a valid approximation.
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After the third annealing stage the conversion efficiency in each case had fallen 
by an order of m agnitude, and these results are not plotted in the figure.
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(% /mW/mm) as a function of waveguide depth after 10 
mins. annealing at 275^C (unannealed curve also shown)
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figure 3.7(b) measured normalised conversion e f f i c i e n c y  
(% /mW/mm) as a function of waveguide depth after 20 
mins. annealing at 275^C (unannealed curve also shown)
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O n inspection of Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, it can be seen that the general trend is 
towards a reduction in the conversion efficiency after annealing the waveguides, 
although in some cases there is a slight increase. For example, after annealing 
for 2 0 min, in one case the conversion efficiency increased to  the same level as 
the highest value measured before annealing.
In order to understand the effect of annealing on the conversion efficiency it is 
im portant to consider the annealing process in detail. There are several 
in ter— related param eters which determ ine the effect of annealing on the 
conversion efficiency. From  the theoretical model, annealing leads to a reduction 
in the conversion efficiency. However, the model did not take account of any 
change in the depth of the waveguide or changes in the intrinsic nonlinearity of 
the waveguide region.
Annealing the waveguides may produce the following changes;
(1) An increase in the waveguide depth and a reduction in the refractive index of 
the proton—exchanged region.
(2) A  change in the magnitude of the overlap integral between the fundamental 
and harmonic waves.
(3) An increase in the d 3 3  nonlinear coefficient of the waveguide region.
(4) A reduction in the propagation losses.
An increase in the waveguide depth could lead to either an  increase or a
decrease in the conversion efficiency. W hether the conversion efficiency is 
increased or decreased depends on the initial waveguide depth. If, for example 
the waveguide depth were initially less than 0.7 p a n  (i.e. below the peak in figure
8  of chapter 2 ) then increasing the depth would be expected to lead to an
increase in the conversion efficiency. W hen the depth had risen above 0.7 p a n  
the conversion efficiency would begin to be reduced. All of this assumes that
there is no change in the effective index of the guided m ode on  annealing and 
that there is no change in the nonlinear d 3 3 coefficient o f the waveguide region. 
However, the effective index is expected to be reduced on annealing and, from 
theory, this would lead to a change in the phase— matching condition, which will 
manifest itself as a change in the Cerenkov angle.
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Figure 3.8 illustrates the m easured change in the Cerenkov angle as a function of 
annealing time for various annealing tem peratures.
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Clearly, the combined effects of increasing the waveguide depth and a lowering of 
the effective index make it difficult to predict the effect of annealing on the 
conversion efficiency. In order to model properly the effects of annealing, the 
exact refractive index profiles, the waveguide depth and the profile of the 
nonlinearity distribution would be required. A lowering of the waveguide refractive 
index (and hence effective index) also leads to a reduction in the power density 
of the guided mode. This will also give a reduction in the conversion efficiency 
via Eq. 2.33.
It was seen in chapter 2 that, on the assumption that the waveguide depth 
rem ained constant, the refractive index profile rem ained a step function and that 
there was no reduction in d 3 3  due to proton*-exchange, the effect of reducing 
the refractive index of the waveguide region (equivalent to reducing the effective 
index for a waveguide of a given depth) was to reduce the overlap integral. The 
reduction in the overlap integral reduces the conversion efficiency via Eq. 2.33.
T he partial restoration of the d 33  nonlinear coefficient by annealing could have 
either a positive or a negative effect on the conversion efficiency. This is because 
the overlap integral has two contributions, one from  the substrate region and the 
o ther from  the waveguide region. These contributions can be written as:—
I =  d ' 3 3 ./(waveguide) ■+• d 33/(  substrate) (3.10)
where d ' 3 3  and d 33  are the waveguide and substrate nonlinearities respectively
and / ( ...... ) is the overlap integral in the appropriate region, as defined in
chapter 2 .
The overlap integral for a given region can be either positive o r negative, 
depending on the electric field distributions in the waveguide and substrate 
regions. Consider the case where the overlap integral is positive in the substrate 
but negative in the waveguide. O n annealing the waveguide, d ' 33  will be partially 
restored [11]. Assume to a first approximation that the overlap integrals are 
unchanged on annealing. Under these conditions the combined overlap integral of 
Eq. 3.10 will be reduced, thus reducing the conversion efficiency. If, on the 
other hand, the contributions to the overlap integral are both positive then 
annealing will increase the overlap integral of Eq. 3.10, thus increasing the 
conversion efficiency.
T he effect of reduced propagation losses is to increase the conversion efficiency
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[15]. For the waveguides used, the propagation losses are small and, given the 
mild annealing conditions, are not expected to be reduced significantly by the
annealing process. Therefore no significant increase in the conversion efficiencies 
is expected.
These arguments present no single, clear, explanation of the effect of annealing 
on the conversion efficiency. However, the im portant points can be summarised as 
follows;
(1) Annealing reduces the waveguide refractive index, which in turn leads to a 
reduction in the conversion efficiency via the overlap integral.
(2) Annealing leads to a reduction in the power density, which in turn will
reduce the conversion efficiency.
(3) T he restoration of the nonlinearity in the waveguide region can lead to either 
an  increase or a decrease in the conversion efficiency.
3.3.1 SHG in stripe waveguides
The use of stripe, or channel, waveguide structures for SHG offers the potential 
of obtaining conversion efficiencies which are much higher than those measured
for planar waveguides because of the higher power densities which can readily be 
realized in stripe waveguides. As a consequence of the increased power density 
within the waveguide, efficient SHG of even m oderate power levels o f light from 
c.w. semiconductor laser diodes becomes possible. W ith stripe waveguides, there 
exists the possibility of generating light of a chosen wavelength by the process of 
th ree— wave mixing. Using two lasers of different frequencies (the pump and 
signal), an  idler wave is produced at either the difference or sum frequency. In 
proton— exchanged waveguides, three— wave mixing is autom atically phase— matched 
for Cerenkov generation. This has been experimentally dem onstrated by Sanford et 
al [4] in proton— exchanged waveguides. T hree— wave mixing has also been carried 
out in titanium —indiffused waveguides by Laurell et al [16].
Experim ental work has been carried out by the author to investigate SHG of both 
c.w. Nd:YAG laser and c.w. semiconductor diode laser radiation in stripe 
waveguides. As for the case of planar waveguides, the guided fundamental wave 
in a stripe waveguide can produce second harmonic generation by Cerenkov 
radiation.
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3.3.2 SHG of c.w. Nd:YAG laser radiation
T he waveguides used were fabricated in neat m elt benzoic acid a t 235 °C for a 
range of exchange times between 10 min and 70 min. T he waveguide stripe 
widths were between 3 /un and 7 /mi in 1 /mi steps. T he waveguides were 
defined by standard photolithographical techniques with aluminium as the masking 
layer. Typically, the waveguides were 5 mm long. Input coupling was achieved via 
end— fire coupling with x40 microscope objectives. The fundamental and harmonic 
powers were measured using calibrated germanium and silicon detectors and the 
power m easurem ents were again taken at the exit face of the waveguide.
For the Nd:YAG laser, coupling losses were high due to m ode—mismatch and 
care was taken to optimize the input coupling efficiency and so minimise these 
losses. T he total loss was estimated to be 6  dB, approxim ately 3.5 dB being due 
to lens and waveguide e n d - fa c e  reflection losses, and approximately 2.5 dB being 
due to waveguide propagation losses and input coupling modal mismatch. The 
total throughput fundamental (c.w .) power levels m easured were typically only 1 
to 2 m W , with the corresponding harmonic power levels up to a maximum of 
0.7 /iW. Fig. 3.9 shows the normalised conversion efficiency as a function of the 
square root of the exchange time for waveguide fabrication in a series of 7 /nn 
wide stripes. In this case the norm alization need only be carried out with respect 
to  the fundamental power as the stripe widths are equal in each case. As 
expected there is a specific depth a t which the maximum in the conversion 
efficiency occurs. For these particular conditions, the maximum conversion 
efficiency measured was 2.4% m W " 1 for a fundam ental power of 1.6 mW in 
the waveguide, with a corresponding harmonic power of 65 nW . Assuming that 
the diffusion coefficient for the proton—exchange process is essentially the same 
for fabrication of both the 7 /un stripes and for planar waveguides, the waveguide 
depth was estimated as 0.7 /un. The power density in the waveguide was then 
estim ated as 0.03 M W cm " 2 , which is com parable to  the peak power density of 
the Q — switched pulses used for the planar waveguide experim ents (c.f. section 
3.2.4).
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The conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation is expected to be 
proportional to the power density in the waveguide. For waveguides of similar 
depth, this implies that the conversion efficiency is inversely proportional to the 
stripe width. This dependence was investigated by measuring the conversion 
efficiency as a function of stripe width for waveguides with nominally the same
depth. T he waveguide widths were 4, 5, 6 , and 7 fim. Care was taken to
optimise the input coupling in each case. Fig. 3.10 shows the normalised
conversion efficiency as a function of stripe width. It can be seen that the
relationship is inverse as expected.
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In all of the work on stripe waveguides, despite the relatively high power 
densities within the waveguide, no photorefractive damage was observed. Fig. 3.11 
shows a typical far— field radiation patterns of Cerenkov second harmonic 
generation of a Nd:YAG laser in a stripe waveguide.
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In all of the work on stripe waveguides, despite the relatively high power 
densities within the waveguide, no photorefractive damage was observed. Fig. 3.11 
shows a typical far— field radiation patterns of Cerenkov second harmonic 
generation of a Nd:YAG laser in a stripe waveguide.
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Computer-enhanced images of the far-field SHG radiation 
pattern from a proton-exchanged stripe waveguide. This 
shows the crescent shape of the radiation pattern and is 
an enhancement of figure 3.11.
3.3.3 SHG of c.w. semiconductor laser radiation
SHG of semiconductor laser radiation was also investigated. T he waveguides in 
this study were fabricated in neat melt benzoic acid at 200 °C for exchange times 
between 75 min and 140 min. T he output light from the semiconductor laser was 
collimated with a x40 microscope objective. Using a x50 microscope objective lens 
the light was coupled into waveguides with stripe widths between 2  /zm and 2 0  
/im. Again the guides were typically 5 mm long. The total loss was around lOdB 
with approxim ately 3.5 dB due to reflection losses at the waveguide end face 
and lens throughput losses, and approximately 6  dB mode— mismatch and
propagation losses. The higher m ode— mismatch losses in this case are due to the 
elliptical radiation pattern  from the laser diode.
The sem iconductor laser used was a Sharp LT015 model capable of a maximum 
output power of 40 mW. This laser operated on a single longitudinal mode at a 
wavelength of 838 nm. T he high losses kept the total throughput power to 1 to 3 
mW  at the waveguide output. For an exchange time of 75 min a m aximum 
conversion efficiency of 2.78% m W " 1 was measured with the 20 /an stripe, 
based on the output power levels. This corresponded to 200 /iW of fundamental 
power with 0.875 /iW of harmonic power being generated. It should be noted
that these waveguides were transversely multi— moded at this wavelength. The
measured harmonic power is the sum of the harmonic power over all of the 
waveguide modes. Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 illustrate the Cerenkov ring pattern 
generated by a semiconductor diode laser in a stripe waveguide. T he multiple 
"rings" are due to the multi—mode nature of the waveguide. Consequently the
phase—m atching angle will be slightly different for each waveguide mode. The
second set of rings are due to reflections of the harmonic radiation from the
polished bottom face of the substrate.
T he high conversion efficiencies measured indicate the potential for a practical 
sem iconductor pumped frequency doubled light source. By reducing the coupling
losses and m ode— mismatch losses higher conversion efficiencies could be obtained. 
T he m ode— mismatch losses may be reduced by reshaping the semiconductor laser 
beam (from elliptical to circular) using, for example, an anam orphic prism pair. 
A nother way of increasing the conversion efficiency would be to coat the 
waveguide end faces with dielectric m irrors to form a resonant cavity at the 
fundamental wavelength. This would confine the fundamental radiation within the 
cavity and enhance the conversion efficiency. Sohler et al [15] have estimated that 
a resonant cavity could increase the conversion efficiency by an order of
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magnitude. The beam quality of the harmonic radiation could be a problem for 
many practical device applications, and it would be necessary to reshape the 
beam. A possible solution to this problem could be the fabrication of a 
holographic lens on the rear face of the substrate to reshape the beam.
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3.4 Conclusions
Proton— exchanged waveguides have been used to produce efficiently 
frequency—doubled radiation from a Nd:YAG laser and a semiconductor laser. For 
the case of planar waveguides there is good qualitative agreem ent between the 
measured and theoretically calculated conversion efficiency dependences on 
waveguide param eters. Conversion efficiencies of 1% m W " 1 have been obtained 
using planar waveguides with a Q —switched Nd:YAG laser fundamental, and up 
to 2 .8 % m W ~ 1 with a c.w. semiconductor fundamental source.
It has been found that annealing the waveguides leads to a reduction in the 
conversion efficiency in most cases but can, in some cases, give rise to an 
increase in the conversion efficiency. The effects of annealing on the various 
waveguide param eters which may lead to a change in conversion efficiency have 
been discussed. O n the debit side it should be pointed out that, although efficient 
second harmonic generation is possible, the beam shape of the harmonic radiation 
at the output was found to be unsuitable for m any applications.
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CHAPTER 4
SHG IN P R O T O N -E X C H A N G E D  W AVEGUIDES FABRICATED USING 
BENZO IC AND PYROPHOSPHORIC ACIDS: A COMPARISON.
4.1 Introduction
The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to com pare the conversion 
efficiencies for second harmonic generation in proton— exchanged waveguides 
fabricated using both benzoic acid and pyrophosphoric acid. It has been reported
[1 ] that proton—exchanged waveguides fabricated with "phosphoric" acid exhibit a 
higher refractive index (dn s  0.145 @ 0.6328 /an) than those fabricated with 
benzoic acid (dn * 0.126 @ 0.6328 p m ) .  If this is the case then a higher 
conversion efficiency for harmonic generation might be expected because of the 
tighter mode confinem ent and, therefore, increased power density within the 
waveguide. The results presented in this chapter show, that, whilst the refractive 
index increase is slightly larger for phosphoric acid waveguides, the difference 
found by the author is not as large at that claimed in [1 ] and that the efficiency 
of second harmonic generation in phosphoric acid waveguides is only slightly 
larger.
Also reported is a comparison between second harmonic generation in 
MgO—doped lithium niobate, in which the photorefractive sensitivity can be up to 
one hundred times less than undoped lithium niobate [2], Although optical damage 
effects are also reduced by using proton— exchanged waveguides, optical damage 
may become an im portant consideration if the conversion efficiencies are increased 
by alternative phase— matching techniques (such as quasi— phasematching) which 
lead to high power harmonic generation. The results of a study into second 
harmonic generation using proton— exchanged MgO— lithium niobate waveguides are 
presented. Both benzoic and pyrophosphoric acids were used to fabricate the 
waveguides.
4.2.1 Proton—exchange using Pyrophosphoric acid
Although benzoic acid is now routinely used as the protonic source for waveguide 
fabrication, other acids such as oleic acid [3] and sulphuric acid [4,5] have been 
used. In all cases, the resulting waveguide properties are reported to be similar to 
those of benzoic acid waveguides. However, as mentioned above, it has been 
reported [1 , 6 —8 ] that waveguides fabricated using phosphoric acids exhibit a
larger refractive index increase and much lower propagation losses than 
waveguides fabricated using benzoic acid. Before making a brief review of the 
published work on phosphoric acid waveguides some background on the chemistry 
of phosphoric acids is presented.
4.2.2 Chemistry of Phosphoric acids
It is well known that there are a num ber of forms of phosphoric acid, the most 
common of which are orthophosphoric acid, H 3P 0 4, and pyrophosphoric acid, 
H 4p 20 7. Both of these acids have been used to fabricate optical waveguides.
Orthophosphoric acid can be prepared by reacting pyrophosphoric acid with water 
according to the reaction:—
H 4P 20 7 +  H20 --------->  2 H 3P 0 4
Pyrophosphoric acid (as used in this work) is a colourless crystalline solid at room 
tem perature which melts at 54.3 °C. In this work only pyrophosphoric acid was 
used as the protonic source. As pyrophosphoric acid is a solid at room
tem perature, it was first necessary to liquefy it. This was easily achieved by
gently heating an appropriate am ount of solid above 55 °C and allowing it to cool 
down. As it cools it remains a clear, highly viscous liquid. Because the acid is 
deliquescent, the acid used for proton— exchange is almost certainly a mixture of 
phosphoric acid species, the m ajor constituent possibly being pyrophosphoric acid. 
From  a practical device point of view what is of crucial im portance is that
fabrication of the waveguides is reproducible. T hat is, if one starts with nominally 
pyrophosphoric acid to fabricate waveguides and is given certain conditions, other 
waveguides fabricated under the same conditions using (nominally) the same acid 
m aterial should have the same properties.
4.2.3 Review of published work
As stated in the introduction, Yamamoto and Taniuchi [1] were the first to report 
the fabrication of proton—exchanged waveguides using phosphoric acids. Using 
orthophosphoric acid at tem peratures between 150 °C and 280 °C and for diffusion 
times between 5  min. and 6  hours, waveguides were fabricated on z -  cut 
substrates, but not on x— or y— cut substrates. Using prism coupling, they 
estimated that the effective diffusion coefficient was 0.33 /an 2/h r, and therefore 
similar to that of benzoic acid. However, the tem perature at which this value is 
measured was not given. As stated previously, the measured refractive index step
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was quoted as 0.145 @ 0.6328 p m .  Using stripe waveguides and a cut—back
technique, they measured the propagation loss to be as low as 0.9 dB/cm.
A second technique pioneered by Yamamoto and Taniuchi was that of
spin—coating [6 ]. In this process the pyrophosphoric acid is first melted and a
small am ount coated onto the surface of the substrate using a spinner. No further
details of the coating process are given. The substrates were then heated in an 
oven a t 230 °C. The resulting waveguides exhibited properties very similar to those 
fabricated by immersion in orthophosphoric acid.
T he surface—coating technique was also used by Goto and Yip [7]. Waveguides 
were fabricated in a vertical furnace a t a tem perature of 2 0 0  °C and had a 
refractive index increase of 0.131 @ 0.6328 p m  and an estimated propagation loss 
of 0.25 dB/cm. T he diffusion coefficient was estimated to  be 0.113 p m 7 / h x t which
is greater than their measured value for benzoic acid (0.081 p m 2/hr).
In another study, Pun e t al [8 ] fabricated waveguides by immersion in
pyrophosphoric acid. They used acid tem peratures between 190°C and 250 °C and 
exchange times between 15 min and 22.5 hrs. The refractive index step was
found to be 0.145 and the waveguide losses were said to be less than 1 dB/cm.
Although they quote no figures, they claim that the diffusion coefficient is greater 
than  that for benzoic acid. This conclusion presumably holds for each tem perature 
a t which the waveguide fabriaction was carried out. It was also stated that
waveguides could not be fabricated on either x— or y— cut substrates, in
agreem ent with Yamamoto [1].
In a paper primarily dealing with second harmonic generation in 
proton—exchanged waveguides, Sanford and Connors [9] have measured the 
refractive index difference of pyrophosphoric acid waveguides as being 0.132. The 
s t r i p e  waveguides of this work were fabricated in z— cut MgO doped lithium 
niobate. The diffusion coefficient was measured as 0.19 p m 7 / hr. However, when 
planar waveguides were fabricated, the diffusion coefficient was measured as 0.33 
p m 7 / h r ,  in agreem ent with [1]. The discrepancy in these two values is attributed 
to over—etching of the tantalum mask somehow having an effect on the lithium 
niobate surface. The agreem ent of the diffusion coefficients measured by 
Yamamoto e t al and Sanford et al is confusing. Yamamoto and Taniuchi [1] 
quote their results for p ro ton -exchange  in congruent lithium niobate, whereas the 
work of Sanford and Connors used MgO—doped lithium niobate. The fact that 
Sanford and Connors measure the same diffusion coefficient is strange because it
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is well known that the diffusion constant for proton— exchange into MgO— doped 
substrates is much less than that for proton— exchange into congruent lithium 
niobate [10,11] (see fig. 4.2).
In a comprehensive study involving optical characterisation, in f ra - re d  and atomic 
absorbtion spectroscopy, Foad et al [12] could observe no significant differences in 
the properties of waveguides fabricated using either ortho— or pyrophosphoric 
acids. Two sets (of seven samples) of waveguides were fabricated at 210°C using 
othophosphoric acid and pyrophosphoric acid. Waveguides fabricated with 
orthophosphoric acid showed a maximum refractive index change of 0.132 whilst 
waveguides fabricated using pyrophosphoric acid showed a 0.134 index step. The 
diffusion coefficients were the same for both acids (0.23 pon2/h r), and were 
almost equivalent to the diffusion coefficient of benzoic acid at the same 
tem perature (0.25 ju n 2/hr). Based on the results of this work the authors 
postulated that, for proton—exchange, it is the tem perature and the exchange 
time of the reaction which are the param eters of prime im portance, not the 
acidity of the medium. Confirming this, the work also reported the fabrication of
waveguides on x—cut substrates for short exchange times (up to 1.5 hr).
Loni et al [13] have carried out a comparative study of waveguides fabricated by 
surface coating and immersion. The surface coating was carried out by two 
methods. In the first, approximately 0.1 ml of pyrophosphoric acid was coated 
onto the surface using a syringe whilst in the second, the pyrophosphoric acid 
was deposited onto the substrate and then spun at 460 rpm for 40 s to leave a
thin coating of acid on the surface. After s p i n  coating, the surface coatings were
visibly non— uniform, an effect attributed to surface tension. Waveguides were also 
formed by immersion used orthophosphoric acid at a tem perature of 210 °C as the 
protonic source. In all three cases the resulting waveguides had step index profiles
with an index increase of around 0.134. After fabrication some of the waveguides
supported only 3 or 4 modes. A step— index fit to the data calculated a refractive 
index differences of 0.134 whilst an inverse WKB fit could give a calculated 
maximum refractive index difference of up to 0.165. It is possible that the high
refractive index difference found by some researchers is an artefact of the curve
fitting routine to the measured effective indices if too few modes are involved.
The estimated diffusion coefficients for the surface coating techniques were lower 
than the diffusion coefficients when using benzoic acid immersion. However, the 
diffusion coefficients for immersion were practically the same for orthophosphoric 
and benzoic acids as expected. Table 4.1 lists all the measured diffusion
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coefficients. The waveguide losses for phosphoric acid were estimated to be 2—3 
dB/cm, i.e. similar to those found when using benzoic acid.
Table 4.1
Diffusion coefficients for various phosphoric acid proton—exchange processes
Fabrication Acid Measured Benzoic acid
technique________ tem perature coefficient (u m 2/hrl coefficient (^tm2/h r1 *
Surface
coating 220 °C 0 .2 2  0.39
Spin
coating 235 °C 0.54 0.74
Immersion 210 °C 0.23 0.25
* By immersion in benzoic acid.
It is obvious that there is wide disagreement in the published data regarding
proton— exchange using phosphoric acids. It does seem generally agreed that
orthophosphoric and pyrophosphoric acids are essentially equivalent in terms of
the properties of the resulting waveguides. It also seems agreed that, under the 
same experim ental conditions for the immersion process, the diffusion coefficients 
of phosphoric and benzoic acids are essentially equal. What is not agreed on is 
the refractive index increase. For the purposes of the work reported in the rest 
of this chapter, it has been assumed that the refractive index step is 0.134, as
m easured by Foad et al [12] and Loni et al [13].
O ne comparison which has not been made is the possibility of fabricating
proton— exchanged waveguides by spin— or surface— coating using benzoic acid. 
No experiments were carried out by the author to investigate the possibility of
fabricating waveguides by such a technique, and, to the author's knowledge there
have been no papers published to date describing such a process.
4.3.1 Magnesium Oxide doped lithium niobate
It was reported by Zhong et al [2] that lithium niobate doped with greater than 
4 .6 % atomic weight of magnesium oxide added to the melt had the ability to 
withstand optical intensities of about 1 0 0  times as great as congruent lithium 
niobate, a figure which has subsequently been confirmed by other researchers [14]. 
Consequently, MgO—doped lithium niobate is now available commercially.
7 6
T he material is made by adding a given amount of MgO to the melt during 
crystal growth. The resulting m aterial has refractive indices which are different 
from  congruent m aterial, the indices being: -
n 0  =  2.2897
n e =  2.1940
c.f. for congruent lithium niobate 
no =  2.323 
n e =  2.234
Proton— exchange using MgO— doped substrates has been reported by several 
authors. Both Jackel [10] and Digonnet e t al [11] have independently 
characterized p ro to n -  exchanged waveguides in x -  and y -  cut lithium niobate 
doped with 5% MgO. Loni et al [15] have characterized z—cut lithium niobate 
doped with 4.5% MgO. The resulting waveguides have similar refractive index 
profiles and index increases to waveguides fabricated in undoped material. 
However, the diffusion coefficients, p re— exponential factors and activation energies 
are very different in the two cases. Waveguides fabricated in MgO—doped lithium 
niobate have a higher activation energy and consequently lower diffusion 
coefficients [15]. An in f ra - re d  absorption spectroscopy study [15] of 
proton— exchange in both MgO— doped and congruent lithium niobate has 
indicated that the OH environment in the two materials may be different. 
However, it appears that there is little difference (in terms of the refractive index 
profiles) between waveguides formed by proton—exchange in either MgO—doped 
or congruent lithium niobate.
The higher power handling capability of MgO— lithium niobate is interesting from 
a nonlinear optics viewpoint. It means that it may be possible to realise much 
higher efficiencies for second harmonic generation because the optical damage 
threshold has been increased. The differences in the refractive indices of the two 
substrates imply that the phasematching conditions will also be different. For 
conventional birefringence phasematching, the phasematching tem perature is below 
0°C  [16]. For MgO—lithium niobate the phasematching tem perature is much 
closer to room tem perature [17]. For Cerenkov second harmonic generation the
differences in the refractive indices are not so significant. The main difference is 
a change in the Cerenkov angle and there is also a slight difference in the shape 
of the efficiency versus waveguide depth and in the position of the maximum 
conversion efficiency (see 4.4.1).
4.4.1 A comparison between pyrophosphoric and benzoic acid waveguides for 
second harmonic generation
In this section, experimental work to measure the second harmonic generation 
efficiency on planar proton— exchanged waveguides will be described. Four sets of 
waveguides were fabricated:—
(1 ) congruent lithium niobate, benzoic acid,
(2 ) congruent lithium niobate, pyrophosphoric acid,
(3) M gO—lithium niobate, benzoic acid,
(4) M gO—lithium niobate, pyrophosphoric acid.
T he pyrophosphoric acid waveguides were fabricated by immersion. In all cases, 
as in the work of the previous chapter, the waveguides were fabricated a t an acid 
tem perature of 235 °C. Before any of the above waveguides were fabricated a 
check was made to see if the diffusion coefficients for benzoic and 
pyrophosphoric acids were indeed equal. Although the tem perature of the acid for 
this work was 210 °C, it can be seen from Fig. 4.1 that the coefficients for the 
two acids are equal (to within the limits of experimental error). It can also be 
seen that the diffusion coefficient for p ro ton -exchange into M gO -lith ium  niobate 
is less than that for congruent lithium niobate (Fig. 4.2).
Using the theory developed in chapter 2, the efficiency for second harmonic 
generation was calculated for each of the four cases. In general, the results were 
in agreem ent with chapter two and the following conclusions could be drawn:—
(1) Waveguides made in pyrophosphoric acid, with a slightly higher waveguide 
refractive index, give more efficient harmonic generation. From  the model, at the
optimum  waveguide depth, a relative increase of around 18% over benzoic acid
waveguides may be expected, see Fig. 4.3. The dependence of conversion
efficiency on waveguide depth is generally the same as for benzoic acid
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Estimation of diffusion constants in congruent and MgO- 
doped substrates
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(2) Second harmonic generation in MgO— lithium niobate is no m ore efficient 
than in congruent m aterial and, in some cases may be lower. This can be seen 
from  Fig. 4.5 which is plotted for the case of a pyrophosphoric acid waveguide 
in M gO— lithium niobate. O n inspection of Fig. 4.5 and comparing it with Fig.
4.3 it can be seen that the main peak is shifted slightly to smaller waveguide 
depths and that the peak conversion efficiency is only slightly higher for 
M gO— lithium niobate, but the differences are not likely to be significant in any 
practical device.
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figure 4.5 theoretical plot of conversion efficiency in 
MgO-doped material using pyrophosphoric acid
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F or this calculation it was assumed that the nonlinear coefficients of 
M gO— lithium  niobate are the sam e as those of congruent m aterial and the 
refractive index difference is still the sam e. To the knowledge of the author, 
there  have been no definitive m easurem ents of the nonlinear d 3 3  coefficient of 
M gO— lithium  niobate, although there is some evidence to  suggest that the 
nonlinear d 31 coefficient may be lower than  that of congruent lithium niobate 
[18]. H ow ever, this was based on a m easurem ent of non—congruent M gO—lithium 
niobate.
4 .4 .2  B rief review of experim ental m ethod and norm alization procedure
B efore discussing the com parison o f second harm onic generation in benzoic and 
phosphoric acid waveguides the experim ental m ethod will quickly be reviewed and 
details of the norm alisation procedure re—iterated.
Second harm onic generation was carried  out with a Q —switched Nd:YAG laser as 
the fundam ental source. T he wavelength was 1.064 fim and  the Q —switched 
pulses were 200 ns long with a repetition  ra te of 1.25 kHz. T he experim ental 
arrangem ent is shown in Fig. 4.6.
Q - s w i t c h e d  N d : V f l G  l a s e r f i l t e r
p r i s m
p l a n a r
w a v e g u i d ec o l l i m a t i n g
o p t i c s
l a r g e  a r e a  
d e t e c t o r
figure 4.6 experimental set up for measurement of the 
conversion efficiency
The normalised conversion efficiency was defined as the conversion efficiency 
which would be achieved with a fundamental power (in the waveguide) of 1 mW 
with a beam waist of 1 mm. T hat is, the measured fundamental powers are 
scaled to a level of 1 mW and the measured fundamental beam waists are scaled 
to a width of 1 mm.
4.4.3 Second harmonic generation in congruent material
Two sets of waveguides were fabricated for this experim ent, one set for each of 
the two acids. The exchange times for the reaction were the same for each of 
the acids and, in both cases, the acid tem perature used was 235 °C. Using the 
same experim ental arrangem ent as described in the previous chapter (and
re—iterated in 4 .4.2), the conversion efficiency for harmonic generation was 
measured for each waveguide. Again, the beam waists were measured and the 
normalised conversion efficiencies calculated. Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 show the 
dependence of conversion efficiency with waveguide depth (plotted as the effective 
index o f  the guided fundamental mode) for the benzoic acid and pyrophosphoric 
acid waveguides respectively. It can be seen from these figures that the two
curves are very similar (as expected from the theoretical curves). The maximum 
normalised conversion efficiencies for harmonic generation for both acids are listed 
in table 4.2. It can be seen that for the pyrophosphoric acid waveguide the 
normalised conversion efficiency is 16% greater than that of benzoic acid, which 
is remarkably close to the 18% predicted from the simple theory of chapter 2 .
The results are also in general agreem ent with those of the previous chapter.
Table 4.2
Acid
used substrate
conversion
efficiency (normalised! (% /m W .m m l
Benzoic congruent 4.3
Pyro' congruent 5.1
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4.4.4 Second harmonic generation in MgO—lithium niobate
As in the previous section, two sets of waveguides were fabricated in 
M gO—lithium niobate. T he conversion efficiencies were m easured and normalised 
and are plotted in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. It can be seen th a t the  curves are again 
very similar. T he value of the maximum normalised conversion efficieny for the 
benzoic acid in this case was around 2.5 times that of the phosphoric acid 
waveguide. T h e  reason for this is not clear, but may have been due to a 
systematic erro r when the m easurem ents were taken on that particular series of 
waveguides. Inspection of the experim ental results indicated that the measured 
fundam ental powers were higher than those of the o ther sets of waveguides. This 
may indicate poor coupling into the waveguide due to contam ination of the prism. 
T he fundam ental power levels were consistent for each waveguide in the set. For 
the benzoic acid waveguides the m aximum norm alised conversion efficiency was 
com parable to  the value m easured in 4.4 .3  for the congruent m aterial.
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4.5 Conclusions
Second harm onic generation in waveguides fabricated using pyrophosphoric acid as 
the protonic source has been studied. In general, the conversion efficiency is 
slightly higher than that m easured in waveguides fabricated using benzoic acid. 
T he theory presented in chapter 2 predicted an increase of 18% (with respect to 
benzoic acid waveguides). Experim entally, an increase of 16% was measured. 
M gO— lithium niobate substrates have also been used. It was found that the 
conversion efficiencies were com parable to those obtained using congruent material 
as expected from the model. For all of the waveguides, the dependence of the 
conversion efficiency on waveguide depth was, a t least qualitatively, in agreem ent 
with the predictions of the model.
T he  results of pro ton— exchange using pyrophosphoric acid indicate th a t the
diffusion coefficients are very nearly equal to those of benzoic acid as expected. 
However, in disagreem ent with Yamamoto and Taniuchi and Pun e t al, the 
increase in the refractive index was found to be 0.134 a t X =  0.6328 p m ,  and 
not 0.145 as quoted by these authors.
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CHAPTER 5
GRATIN G STRUCTURES AND T H E  d 0D NONLINEAR CO EFFICIEN T.
5.1 Introduction.
This chapter describes the work which was carried out to investigate two of the 
properties of the nonlinear coefficient d 3 3 and how these properties may be 
affected by device fabrication. Firstly, by a suitable technique, it has been found 
that the sign of the d 3 3  coefficient can be reversed periodically, opening up the 
possibility o f very efficient second harm onic generation. T he experimental 
techniques for producing such periodic gratings, developed by the author in 
conjunction with co—workers a t the University of Sussex, are discussed in some 
detail.
T he waveguide fabrication technique used exclusively throughout this p roject was 
pro ton—exchange. It was known from  earlier studies that the proton—exchange 
process leads to  a reduction in the electro—optic coefficients, but that subsequent 
annealing of the waveguide could lead to a substantial or com plete restoration of 
the effect [1,2]. As the electro—optic and nonlinear effects are related m aterial 
param eters, it was apparent that proton—exchange might also reduce the intrinsic 
nonlinearity of the lithium niobate crystal. Using a grating diffraction technique, 
developed both theoretically and experim entally by Suhara e t al [3], the magnitude 
of the nonlinear coefficient d 3 3  has been measured. T he effects of annealing on 
the magnitude of the nonlinearity have also been m easured.
Both of these topics are discussed in this chapter. As the subjects can be treated 
separately, the chapter naturally splits into two sections. T he first half of the 
chapter describes the fabrication and characterisation of the dom ain reversed 
gratings, whilst the second half of the chapter will discuss the m easurem ent of 
the nonlinear coefficient of lithium niobate.
5.2.1 G rating structures for nonlinear optics.
T he technique whereby phase— matching is achieved via a grating structure is 
called quasi p h ase -m atch in g  (QPM) [4]. T here are at least two situations where 
grating structures are im portant for nonlinear optical applications;
(1) Some materials, for example II-V I and III—V compounds, possess large
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second order nonlinearity but lack birefringence. This precludes the use of 
conventional phase— matching for second harm onic generation. M aterials such as 
ZnS and ZnSe (II— VI) and GaAs (III— V) have second order coefficients 
com parable to those of lithium niobate but cannot be phase— matched 
conventionally.
(2) In m any materials some of the nonlinear coefficients are not phase— matchable 
conventionally. For exam ple, the largest nonlinear coefficient of lithium niobate, 
d 33, is not phase—m atchable conventionally. This is because the d 3 3  coefficient 
will only couple together a fundam ental and a harm onic wave of similar 
polarisations. Since the phasematching condition requires that the refractive indices 
a t the  fundam ental and harm onic wavelengths be equal, this requires that the 
dispersion of the m aterial be zero. This is not the case for lithium niobate so 
th a t phasem atching via d 33  cannot be achieved (in the wavelength range of 
interest to the work of this thesis). For the lithium niobate system this is 
unfortunate because d 33  is about 6  times larger than d 31 and, therefore, the use 
of d 3 3 would lead to a 36— fold increase in the conversion efficiency for second 
harm onic generation (everything else being equal).
5 .2 .2  Periodic structures for quasi phase—m atched second harm onic generation.
T he potential of periodic structures for quasi phase— m atched second harmonic 
generation was probably first described by Bloembergen and Severs [4] in 1970. 
They proposed growing a periodic lattice of GaAs and GaP with a suitable choice 
of lattice param eters and predicted that nonlinear optical interactions, including 
second harm onic generation, could be phase—m atched.
Periodic structures for nonlinear optical interaction in lithium niobate can be 
realised in two ways. T he first, and most efficient, way is to  modulate the 
nonlinear coefficient periodically [5]. The second is to m odulate the linear 
refractive index profile periodically [5]. T he conversion efficiency which can be 
achieved via a periodic m odulation of the linear refractive index profile is lower 
than th a t which can be achieved via a m odulation of the nonlinear coefficient. A 
modulation of the refractive index profile also creates a grating coupler effect in 
the waveguide region and therefore potentially increases the optical propagation 
losses. For these two reasons most of the work on periodic structures has 
concentrated on a m odulation of the nonlinear effect and the work of this thesis 
was concerned with developing a technique for this purpose, so no further 
m ention will be made of the refractive index modulation approach.
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All things being equal (overlap integral e tc .), phase—matching by modulation of 
the nonlinear coefficient is not as efficient for second harm onic generation as 
conventional phase— m atching. This can be shown as follows. Let us assume that 
second harm onic generation at a fundam ental wavelength X is achieved by 
periodic m odulation of the nonlinear coefficient and not by conventional 
phase—m atching (i.e . tem perature tuning of the birefringence). In this case the 
nonlinear coefficient must be considered as some periodic function of z, where z 
is the propagation direction, Fig. 5 .1 .
d o m a i n  r e u e r s e d  g r a t i n g  r e g i o n
l i t h i u m  n i o b a t e  s u b s t r a t e
33
- d 33
i > z
figure 5.1 modulation of the nonlinear coefficient caused 
by periodic domain reversal
In the ideal case, the periodic function would be a sine wave where there  would 
be no reduction in the nonlinear coefficient; however in practice it is more 
realistic to  produce a square wave m odulation i.e .:—
d(z) =  d for 0 <  d <  A / 2 and
d(z) =  — d for A / 2 <  d <  A (5.1)
where A is "wavelength” pf the grating structure. A  square wave m odulation of 
the nonlinear coefficient can be expressed in term s of a Fourier series as:—
d(x,y,z) =  J q  dq(x ,y ).ex p (-  jmKz) (5.2)
where K =  2 -k / A  is the spatial frequency of the grating and m is known as the
grating o rder, m =  0 ,1 ,2 ,... etc. T he Fourier series expansion implies that the
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nonlinear coefficient can be regarded as a summation over an infinite num ber of 
spatial harmonics of the "nonlinear coefficient", each with a spatial frequency mK
For a phase—mismatch of Ak, only the Fourier com ponent o f the grating 
m odulation with spatial frequency m .K  =  Ak will be phasem atched for second 
harm onic generation. Since only one Fourier com ponent is involved in the 
in teraction , the nonlinear coefficient is effectively reduced (relative to the bulk 
nonlinear coefficient) by a factor which depends on which order of the Fourier 
com ponent is phasem atched. For the square wave modulation described above the 
bulk nonlinear coefficient d is reduced by the factor 2 /(m r )  [6 ], i.e . the effective 
nonlinear coefficient is:—
deff =  2 .d /(m x) (5.3)
Since only one spatial com ponent of the nonlinear coefficient is phasem atched, 
the  conversion efficiency for second harm onic generation will be reduced. This 
can be shown as follows. Let the conversion efficiency for conventionally 
phasem atched second harm onic generation be given by:—
r j  =  C .d 2 (5.4)
where C contains all o ther param eters such as overlap integral, refractive indices 
etc. (see chapter 2). F or the case o f quasi phase—m atching the conversion 
efficiency is given by:—
r j  =  C .4 .d 2/ (m .r ) 2 (5.5)
T he best possible case is realised by using a first o rder grating (m  =  1) and Eq.
3 becomes:—
r j  =  C .4 .d 2/ x 2 (5.6)
Com paring Eqs. 4 and 6  it can be seen that the conversion efficiency is reduced 
by a factor o f 4 /x 2 for quasi phase—matching.
It has been shown that conventional p h ase -m atch in g  is m ore efficient than quasi 
p h ase -m atch in g . So why is q u as i- p h ase -m atch in g  im portant? As was stated in 
the introduction, the im portance of the quasi phase—m atching technique is that it 
makes possible the use of nonlinear coefficients which are not conventionally
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phase—m atchable. For lithium niobate, the d 33  coefficient is larger than the 
conventionally used d 31 coefficient but is not phase—m atchable. T he relative 
m agnitude of d 33  to  d 31 is:—
d 3 3  / d 31 =  34 / 5.95 =  5.7 (5.7)
where the m agnitude of the nonlinear coefficients is given in units of pm /V. The 
potential increase in the conversion efficiency which may be derived by exploiting 
the d 3 3  coefficient is thus:—
(4 /* * )-(d 3 3  / d 3 1 ) 2 =  13.7 (5.8)
T he periodicity, A, of the grating required for phasem atching can be found by 
defining a quantity known as the "coherence length" [5]. T he coherence length, 
lc , is defined as the propagation length over which the fundam ental and harmonic 
waves become ▼ radians out of phase. If the phase— m ismatch, Ak, is defined 
b y :-
Ak =  k 2W -  2 .kw (5.9)
then  the "coherence length", lg, is given by:—
lc =  x / Ak (5.10)
Phasem atching implies:—
m .K  +  Ak =  0 (5.11)
i.e ., from  Eqs. 10 and 1 1 , we find:—
A =  2 .m .lc (5.12)
F or bulk lithium niobate the coherence length is 6  fan fo r a fundamental 
wavelength of 1.06 /xm.
5.2.3. M ethods for producing a modulation of the nonlinear coefficients
Quasi phase— m atched second harmonic generation via a periodic modulation of 
the d 3 3 coefficient of lithium niobate has been reported by several research
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groups [7—13]. In a later section of this chapter the origin of the intrinsic 
nonlinearity  of the lithium niobate crystal will be discussed in some detail. It is 
well known th a t the nonlinearity is related to  the spontaneous dielectric 
polarisation vector associated with the perm anent electric dipole m om ent of the 
ferroelectric lithium  niobate crystal. In o rder to achieve a reversal of the 
nonlinear effect it is necessary to reverse the direction of the spontaneous 
polarisation vector of the lithium niobate crystal. In chapter 1 , it was stated that 
the spontaneous polarisation vector of the lithium  niobate crystal is aligned either 
during o r afte r the growth process. T he crystal is then  regarded as being s i n g l e  
d o m a i n .  If by some m eans the dom ain structure of the crystal could be reversed 
periodically, this would provide a suitable technique for the reversal of the 
nonlinearity . In term s of the crystal structure , dom ain reversal is equivalent to 
reversing the stacking order of the crystal sites. This reversal is illustrated in Fig.
52 +6 DlfcVt ytoVUM
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groups [7—13]. In a later section o f this chapter the origin of the intrinsic 
nonlinearity  of the lithium niobate crystal will be discussed in some detail. It is 
well known th a t the nonlinearity is related to  the  spontaneous dielectric 
polarisation vector associated with the perm anent electric dipole m om ent of the 
ferroelectric lithium  niobate crystal. In o rder to achieve a reversal of the 
nonlinear effect it is necessary to reverse the direction of the spontaneous 
polarisation vector of the lithium niobate crystal. In chapter 1 , it was stated that 
the spontaneous polarisation vector of the lithium  niobate crystal is aligned either 
during o r afte r the growth process. T he crystal is then  regarded as being s i n g l e  
d o m a i n .  If by some m eans the dom ain structure of the crystal could be reversed 
periodically, this would provide a suitable technique for the  reversal of the 
nonlinearity . In  term s of the crystal structure , dom ain reversal is equivalent to 
reversing the  stacking order of the crystal sites. This reversal is illustrated in Fig. 
5 .2 .
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In bulk crystals, periodically dom ain— reversed crystals have been grown by 
inducing periodic tem perature fluctuations during Czochralski growth [14]. The 
periodic fluctuations were further enhanced by introducing 1 % of yttrium  into the 
m elt during the growth process, with the result that the crystal had a dopant 
profile which varied sinusoidally along the growth axis. T he periodic domain 
structure correlates with the periodic dopant profile. T he mechanism for domain 
reversal would thus appear to be the periodic dopant concentration gradient. The 
concentration gradient sets up an electric field within the crystal (and consequently 
a polarisation field) which is (periodically) opposed to the direction of the 
spontaneous polarisation field of the crystal. In order to achieve a consistent 
dom ain structure throughout the crystal, very careful control of the rotation and 
pulling rates was necessary. Using crystals grown by this technique, Feng et al 
[14—16] have shown an order of m agnitude im provem ent in the conversion 
efficiency for second harm onic generation over that achieved with conventional 
phase— m atching.
A  similar technique has been devised by Feist and Koidl [17] to  produce bulk
crystals with periodic domains. By passing a modulated current through the growth 
interface during Czochralski growth, the authors realised a periodically domain 
reversed crystal. Again the crystal m elt contained a dopant (in this case
chrom ium ) and, in agreem ent with the work of Feng e t al [14—16], the 
ferroelectric domains were found to be spatially correlated with the periodic 
doping striations. Due to the practical difficuties of the experim ent it was not 
possible to realise a first order periodic grating using this technique. However, by 
plotting the grating order with the m easured enhancem ent factor for harmonic 
generation, the authors were able to estim ate that a first o rder grating would lead 
to  an enhancem ent factor of 15 over conventionally phase—m atched second 
harm onic generation, in close agreem ent with theory (see Eq. 9).
As was stated in the first chapter, lithium niobate has traditionally been grown by 
the Czochralski technique. Recently however, a relatively new  crystal growth 
technique has been applied successfully to the growth of lithium niobate. This
process, known as the laser heated float— zone (or pedestal) technique was
pioneered by Feigelson [18] and F ejer [19]. Using such a technique Magel et al 
[2 0 ] have produced first order dom ain— reversed periodic structures in lithium 
niobate and successfully dem onstrated second harmonic generation [2 1 ]. Luh et al 
[2 2 ] have applied the technique successfully to grow lithium niobate fibres with 
periodic domain structures. These fibres have also been used to produce second 
harm onic generation [23]. This technique for growing crystals is very controllable
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and highly flexible and to date crystals have been grown with dom ain reversals 
every 1 p m .  As well as the short domain periods which can be achieved, the 
domains are highly regular, which is essential for efficient harm onic generation.
T he techniques described in the three preceding paragraphs allow the growth of 
bulk crystals with quasi phase— matching properties. For waveguide applications it 
would be ideal to produce periodic domain reversed crystal regions localised to 
the substrate surface. By localising the regions of domain reversal, it would 
become possible to realise integrated optic substrates which are capable of a 
num ber of different functions, one of which is second harm onic generation. A 
simple example of such a m ulti— function device would be a self— frequency 
doubled r a r e - e a r th  doped lithium  niobate laser incorporating electro—optic 
switching devices for control of the laser output (Q -sw itch in g  etc) [24]. A  second 
advantage of localising the dom ain reversed regions is that it allows optimisation 
of the overlap between the profile of the nonlinear coefficient and the optical 
m odes. This is an  im portant consideration when designing a waveguide to 
maximise the conversion efficiency.
In order to produce periodic domain reversed gratings in a waveguide geometry, 
two techniques have been used. It is well known that indiffusion of titanium  into 
the ■+* c— face of lithium niobate at tem peratures near the Curie point of the bulk 
crystal can lead to domain inversion [25—26]. T he actual mechanism which causes 
the dom ain reversal is not known but the most probable cause is, again, a dopant 
concentration gradient (in the case of titanium) [27—29]. Because of the dopant 
concentration gradient there exists a gradient of the Curie tem perature and, 
hence, a gradient of the spontaneous polarisation vector. Assuming that the 
equivalent electric field is anti—parallel to the titanium  concentration gradient it is 
then parallel to the spontaneous polarisation on the — c— face and antiparallel to 
it on the c— face. This is consistent with the observation that dom ain reversal 
by titanium  indiffusion has only been observed on the ■+■ c— face of lithium 
niobate [29]. During domain reversal, as the tem perature of the crystal approaches 
the Curie point, the magnitude of the spontaneous polarisation field is reduced. 
At some tem perature the field associated with the concentration gradient will 
exceed the spontaneous polarisation field and domain reversal will occur. O n the 
— c— face the field associated with the concentration gradient is always in the 
same direction as the spontaneous polarisation field and so dom ain reversal cannot 
occur. As well as the concentration gradient, o ther effects may contribute to 
dom ain reversal. These effects are mainly related to the tem perature at which the 
fabrication process takes place [30]. It has been shown [30] that out—diffusion of
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lithium  oxide (L i20 )  can lead to dom ain reversal.
Both of these techniques have recently been applied to produce periodic domain 
reversed grating structures for quasi phase—matching [7—13]. Lim et al have 
fabricated gratings by the indiffusion of a periodic titanium  grating to produce a 
periodic m odulation of the d 3 3  coefficient on the + c — face of lithium niobate [7]. 
A  planar waveguide was then fabricated by proton—exchange. W ith this stucture 
they achieved quasi phase— m atched second harm onic generation of fundamental 
c.w . Nd:YAG laser radiation a t X =  1.06/im . T he conversion efficiency realised 
using this structure was 5 %  /(W /cm 2). Since this first dem onstration, improved 
design and fabrication techniques have allowed efficient quasi phase— matched 
second harm onic generation of blue radiation with a (normalised (by them ) to a 
fundam ental power of 1 W  and a beam  spot size of 1 c m 2) conversion efficiency 
of 37% /(W /cm 2) [7 -1 0 ] .
W ebjom  e t al [11—13] have developed a technique whereby they could control 
spatially the out— diffusion of lithium (for brevity, "lithium " refers to the Li 20  
species). T o  do this, they deposit a layer of silicon dioxide on the  + c — face of 
the crystal, and form  a periodic mask in the  silicon dioxide. T he substrate is 
heated to  1100°C  in a furnace and then allowed to cool. Lithium out—diffusion 
is apparently  suppressed under the silicon dioxide masked regions. T he domains 
form ed by this fabrication procedure have been shown to be triangular in shape
[11]. Since the nonlinear coefficient has a triangular distribution function, it must 
now be included as a factor within the overlap integral calculations [13]. (Recall 
the case o f the overlap integral calculations in chapter 2  where the nonlinear 
coefficient was regarded as constant along the propagation direction and could be 
taken outside the integration. For a square wave the nonlinear coefficient is still 
constant but is reversed in sign every coherence length). By suitable choice of 
fabrication param eters, the conversion efficiency for quasi phase—m atched second 
harm onic generation can be optimised but is always reduced with respect to the 
square wave case [13]. Using a laser diode operating a t a wavelength of 833nm 
as the fundam ental, Laurell e t al. have achieved conversion efficiencies of 0.4% 
/W /cm 2 with such structures.
T here  are  several drawbacks to both of these techniques for producing periodic 
dom ain reversed gratings. These are :—
(1) T he resulting domains may not be rectangular in shape, i.e . with a
m odulation function which can be represented as a "square" wave (see Fig. 5.1).
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For the case of the lithium out—diffused case, it has already been stated that the 
domains are triangular in shape. T he consequence of non—rectangular domains is 
a lower available conversion efficiency through a reduced ovelap between the 
nonlinear coefficient and the optical Fields [13].
(2) Both the in—diffusion of titanium  and the out—diffusion o f lithium  lead to a 
periodic m odulation of the refractive index profile along the propagation direction. 
This modulation of the refractive index profile may increase the propagation 
losses due to modal mis—m atch, with a consequent reduction in the conversion 
efficiency (see chapter 2 ).
(3) It is well known that regions of titanium  in— diffused lithium niobate are 
susceptible to  optical dam age [31]. This susceptibility to dam age m ay place an 
upper lim it on , essentially, the harm onic pow er which can be generated, thus 
limiting the conversion efficiency. T he use of a p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  waveguide 
region will lower the susceptibility to optical dam age. However, high conversion 
efficiencies for second harm onic generation have been dem onstrated using this 
technique [7—10], with no signs of optical damage.
(4) D om ain reversal can only be achieved on the ■+■ c— face of the lithium 
niobate, but for waveguide applications it is, traditionally, the — c— face which is 
the preferred  crystal face [28]. If the dom ain reversal is due to the concentration
gradient, the use of the — c - f a c e  is precluded.
(5) In— diffusion/out— diffusion processes necessarily take place a t elevated
tem peratures close to the Curie tem perature. A t these tem peratures there exists a
danger of exceeding the local Curie point of the crystal in regions outside that 
where dom ain— reversal is to be produced intentionally, thus causing the crystal to 
become m ulti— domain.
T he ideal dom ain reversed grating should have rectangular shaped domains with a 
uniform  refractive index profile along the propagation direction. The fabrication 
process should also cause no increased susceptibility to optical dam age, should 
produce domain reversal on the — c— face and should take place a t low 
tem peratures (c .f. Curie tem perature).
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5.2.4 Fabrication of periodic domains bv electron beam bom bardm ent of lithium 
niobate
An alternative technique for achieving domain reversal in bulk lithium niobate was 
dem onstrated by Haycock and Townsend [32], for which they have offered the 
following explanation. T he technique involves generating a tem porary, or
transient, vacancy in the oxygen triangle, thereby opening a pathway for lithium 
ion m otion. If an electric field is then applied along the c—axis, as in 
conventional poling, the fixed site occupancy of the lithium ions with respect to 
the oxygen triangle will be removed and the lithium ions will m ove to form an 
unpoled interm ediate state followed by an ordered, i.e . poled, structure in the
opposite direction.
T he key step in the process is to generate the transient vacancy in the oxygen 
plane. Figure 5.3 explains diagrammatically what is m eant by the phrase 
"transient vacancy in the oxygen plane". Townsend and Haycock considered that 
if the oxygen ions were excited by ionising radiation then a possible relaxation 
route would be the form ation of a m etastable oxygen m olecular ion. In this 
configuration, the physical size of an oxygen molecule is com parable with the size 
of a separate oxygen ion and hence a vacancy in the oxygen triangle may 
appear. T he ionic radius of an  oxygen ion is typically 0.135 am , and in 
m olecular oxygen the separation of the nuclei is 0.121 nm . To reverse the
direction of the spontaneous polarization the lithium  ions need only be moved 
approxim ately 0.05 nm to cross the oxygen plane and thus the metastable 
m olecular oxygen state need only exist for a few picoseconds [32]. Figure 5.4 is a 
diagram matic representation of the domain reversal process. T he process can be 
carried out using energetic electrons as the source of ionising radiation. In order 
to re—pole the crystal, an electric field was applied along the crystal c—axis. 
T he electron beam was norm al to the — c - f a c e  of the crystal and covered the
entire surface area of the — c— face. For a crystal of thickness 1 m m , an electron
beam  energy of 1.8 MeV was sufficient to traverse the whole of the sample. 
D om ain reversal was dem onstated a t tem peratures as low as 600 °C, using electric 
fields of the order of 10 Vcm-  1, with electron currents in the range 1—3 p A .
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\figure 5.3 Illustration of the mechanism for the 
formation of a transient v a c a n c y  in the oxygen triangle.
figure 5.4 schematic of apparatus for performing electron 
beam domain reversal
T his technique has significant po ten tial advantages for dom ain reversal in lithium 
niobate for nonlinear device applications.—
(1) At tem peratures close to  th e  Curie po in t, any fluctuations in the local 
tem peratu re distribution m ay cause dom ain reversal to take place. These randomly 
form ed dom ains are  equivalent to  fluctuations in the dom ain periodicity and lead 
to  a non— uniform  grating. F o r dom ain reversal a t lower tem peratures, the 
form ation of random  dom ains is less likely, so that it m ay be possible to produce 
highly regular dom ain— reversed gratings. Also, a t these lower tem peratures,
electron bean generator
r
electron bean
heating elenent
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out—diffusion of lithium, which would cause (unwanted) dom ain reversal, should 
be less significant (although out—diffusion of oxygen may be a problem ).
(2) T here  is no need for the in— diffusion of any transition m etal species, thus 
reducing the risk of increasing the optical damage susceptibility of the lithium 
niobate substrate.
(3) T he dom ain reversal can be localised by photolithographically defining an 
appropriate area in a suitable metallic masking layer. By defining a periodic 
grating in a suitable masking layer, a periodic, dom ain— reversed region may be 
produced.
Points (1) and (2) also m ean that there should be m uch less m odulation of the 
refractive index than is found for the case of titanium —indiffused o r lithium oxide 
o u t-d iffu se d  d o m ain -rev ersa l. For quasi p h ase -m a tch ed  second harmonic 
generation applications, there are two further im portant aspects to this process. 
These a re :—
(1 ) that it allows domain reversal to take place on the — c - f a c e  of the substrate, 
usually the preferred face for waveguide fabrication, and that,
(2 ) by suitable choice of electron energy, the depth of penetration of electrons 
into the substrate m aterial can be controlled. This potentially allows the depth of 
the dom ain reversed regions to be defined and controlled. T he depth of domain 
reversal can then be chosen to optimise the conversion efficiency [13].
Using the electron bom bardm ent technique, this author (and co -w o rk ers) has 
dem onstrated that periodic dom ain— reversed gratings can be fabricated on the 
— c—face of a lithium niobate wafer [33]. T he gratings were realised by 
photolithographically defining a metallic grating mask on the — c— face of the 
substrate. T he domain reversal was carried out by D r. B. Luff and Professor P. 
Townsend at the University of Sussex using a similar technique to that of 
Haycock and Townsend. The electron energies were suitably reduced so that the 
electrons would penetrate only a short distance into the substrate.
T he interaction of an electron beam with a solid is a complex interaction. Before 
ultimately losing all its energy or escaping from the m aterial, the electron may 
undergo hundreds or thousands of scattering events, which may be either elastic 
o r inelastic processes. However, the many ways in which a given electron could
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com plete the sequence of interactions precludes the construction of a detailed 
analytical model. In order to model the passage of an electron subject to these 
random  scattering processes, a m athem atical technique known as the M onte—Carlo 
m ethod can be used. M onte— Carlo techniques use random  num bers as a means 
of predicting the magnitude of various events and as a way o f selecting between 
the various scattering events.
T he Bethe relation describes the rate of energy loss of an electron as it passes 
through a solid. It relates the rate a t which an  electron loses energy via the
various scattering events to the density, atom ic num ber, the mass num ber and the
ionisation potential of the elem ent. T he relation is written formally as [34]:—
asE (keV/cm) =  -  78500.(p .Z /A .E).log(l .166.E /J) (13)
where E  is the initial energy of the electron, d sE represents the derivative of 
energy of the electron with respect to penetration distance s, p is the density of 
the elem ent, Z  and A are the atom ic and mass num bers repectively and J  is the 
ionisation potential given by:—
J  (keV) =  (9.76.Z  *- (58.5 / Z °-i* )} .l(r  * (14)
A  M o n te -C a r lo  simulation of the Bethe relation [34] was used to  calculate the
electron penetration depth as a function of electron energy. In the model it was
assumed that the electrons undergo only elastic scattering events and that the
electrons lose energy continuously a t a ra te  determ ined by the Bethe relation. 
T he author is indebted to D r G . Sinclair, D ept, of Physics and Astronomy, 
University of Glasgow, for providing the program  and for invaluable advice on
the validity of the program .
T he Bethe relation is strictly only valid for electron ranges calculated in 
elem entary condensed materials. In the model, the penetration depth is dependent 
on the atomic num ber and mass num ber of the elem ent and also on the 
ionisation potential of the elem ent (which is itself related to the atom ic number). 
To calculate the electron range in lithium niobate, the com pound was treated as 
a single elem ent, in which the atomic num ber, the mass num ber and the
ionisation potential were approxim ated by calculating a weighted average for each 
using the appropriate values for the atomic num bers and mass numbers for
lithium , niobium and oxygen respectively. T he weighted average for the atomic 
num ber is used to calculate the weighted average ionisation potential via Eq. 14.
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Figure 5.5 shows a graph of penetration  depth as a function of incident electron 
energy. T he calculation does no t take the tem perature of the substrate into 
account and it would be expected that, at the tem peratures to be used for 
dom ain reversal, the electron energies required will be greater than  those 
indicated by the analysis, due to increased scattering.
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Also shown in Fig. 5.5 is the penetration depth of electrons into gold. Gold was 
chosen as the masking layer for th ree reasons;
(1) It is com patible with standard photolithographical techniques.
(2) It is an efficient absorber of electrons and so only a th in  layer is required.
For the grating dimensions to be used in the experim ent, as thin as possible an 
absorbing layer is an essential requirem ent as it allows the height to width ratio 
of the metallic grating to be minimized, simplifying the photolithography.
(3) It is an electrical conductor and therefore facilitates application of the poling 
field to the crystal.
5.2.5 Fabrication of grating structures.
This section is split into four sub—sections, each of which deals with a different 
p art of the grating fabrication process.
5 .2 .5 .fn  D eterm ination of the grating period required.
Before any fabrication details could be decided on, it was necessary to  establish
the grating period required to provide first o rder quasi phase— matching a t a 
fundam ental wavelength of X =  1.06 f a n .  T he grating period is dependent on the 
depth of the p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  waveguide used because of the dependence of the 
effective refractive index on the depth of the waveguide region. In  chapter three 
it was shown that the conversion efficiency for second harm onic generation via 
Cerenkov radiation was a maximum at a waveguide depth of around 0.75 f a n .  As 
a first approxim ation it was assumed that the conversion efficiency in the quasi 
phase—m atched case will be optimised for the same waveguide depth (or a depth 
close to this value). From  Eq. 3, the required grating period is:—
lc =  t  /  Ak (5.15)
where Ak =  2 .k 0 .(N 2O) -  N J (5.16)
i .e .:—
lc =  t  / {2.k0 .(N 2U) -  N J ) (5.17)
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In Eq. 12, k 0 is the wave vector of the fundam ental wavelength in free space and 
N 20) and are the refractive indices of the guided modes a t frequencies 2 a )  and 
a) respectively.
T he required grating period was determ ined by fabricating a  series of neat melt 
p roton— exchanged waveguides with depths covering a range around the predicted 
required depth i .e .:—
0.65 < d < 0.85 /zm (5.18)
(here d  is the waveguide depth, not the nonlinear coefficient).
F or each waveguide, the prism coupling technique was used to m easure the 
effective index of the zeroth order waveguide m ode a t the fundam ental wavelength 
of X =  1.06 /zm and a t the harm onic wavelength of 0.53 /an. T he harmonic
wavelength was in fact generated by frequency doubling the fundam ental beam  in
a pro ton—exchanged waveguide. Figure 5.6 shows an experim ental graph of the 
effective index of both the fundam ental and harm onic wavelengths as a function 
of waveguide fabrication time (in minutes).
A  waveguide depth of 0.75 n m  was found to correspond to a fabrication time of 
22 m inutes for a (benzoic) acid tem perature of 235 °C. From  the graph, the 
index difference between the fundam ental and harm onic waves is 0.154. The 
corresponding grating period, calculated from  Eq. 17 is 3.44 /zm. It can also be 
seen from  the graph that, within the range of fabrication times investigated, the 
grating period is approxim ately constant for each waveguide depth (see Fig. 5.7). 
Having established the period of the grating, it was decided that the depth of the 
dom ain reversed region should be approxim ately 1 /zm. This depth  was chosen to
be greater than the waveguide depth, but not so deep that too thick a layer of
gold was required for the mask. From  Fig. 5 .5 , the thickness o f gold required 
was 0.4 /zm.
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5.2.5. f i0  Grating fabrication procedure.
T he grating fabrication procedure is outlined in this section. A  m ore detailed 
step— by— step recipe is given in the  appendix  a t the end  o f the  chap ter.
A  dark—field (positive) m ask was p repared  with a period  o f 3 .4  /im, with a total 
o f 295 periods and with a transverse width o f 1 m m . T he  substrates used in the 
experim ent were polished on the — c— face but n o t on  the •+• c— face. T here was 
no specific reason for using an unpolished + C — face, but the  surface roughness
appeared  to prom ote good adhesion betw een the substrate and  the m etal. A thin 
layer (50 nm ) o f "chrom el", (90:10 n ichrom erchrom ium ), was first evaporated 
onto th e  •+■ c— face of the lithium  niobate. This layer was used to  ac t as an 
adhesion •'buffer" betw een the gold and  the  lithium  n iobate. T he  adhesion of gold 
to  lithium  niobate Is poor, but. it does adhere  to  a th in  layer of chrom el. The 
evaporation of the chrom el was followed by the evaporation o f 2 0 0  nm  of gold. 
T hese m etal layers were to  provide electrical contact to  the  rea r face. O n the 
— c - f a c e  a th in  layer of chrom el was again evaporated , followed by the  400 nm 
of gold required  to  preven t the electrons penetrating  the  lithium  niobate. T he 
grating was th en  defined in photoresist and  etched. T his was carried ou t by wet 
chem ical etching in a saturated  solution o f potassium  iodide in iodine solution,
diluted 1 :1 w ith RO w ater to slow the  etching process down and m ake the
process m ore controllable. T he  chrom el layer perform ed a second function since, 
afte r the  gold was etched to produce the grating, the  chrom el buffer layer served 
to  provide electrical contact to th e  — c— face. T he  resulting grating structure is
shown schem atically in Fig. 5.8.
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figure 5 details of processed substrate and applied
voltaie conditions for domain reversal
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5 .2 .5 .(iin . Domain reversal procedure.
An outline of the dom ain reversal process has already been given. For the
samples used to fabricate domain reversed gratings the fabrication conditions were 
as follows. T he nom inal tem perature of the substrate was 580 °C. A  poling field
of 10 Vcm-  1 was used, with an electron beam energy o f 10 keV and beam spot
size of 9 m m 2. T he electron beam  current used was 8  f i A  for a period of 1 
hour, and a total dose of approxim ately 1 0 1 7 electrons was used.
5 .2 .5 .(iv). Test for domain reversal.
T he gold and chrom el layers were first rem oved from  the substrate by wet
chemical etching (see appendix for details of the etchants). A t tem peratures of 
around 580 °C in vacuo, the lithium niobate was partially reduced and therefore, 
after rem oval of the m etal layers, the sample was annealed in air for 5  hours at 
650 °C to replace the lost oxygen. T he dom ain reversed regions of lithium niobate 
could then  be revealed by etching in a 1 : 2  m ixture of hydrofluoric and nitric 
acids. This etchant attacks the — c—face, whilst the +  c—face remains unetched. 
D om ain—reversed regions were therefore shown up because of the differences in 
the etch rates. This is the most common test for dom ain reversal [35], although 
other tests based on the pyroelectric effect or the piezoelectric effect [36] have 
also been used. Given the dimensions of the grating structures involved in this 
work, the last two techniques are not easy to im plem ent as a check for domain 
reversal.
T he acid tem perature used for the etching was in the 30— 40 °C tem perature 
range. It was found that in this tem perature range the etch  rate was well 
controlled, resulting in etch times of 5—10 minutes. Figure 5.9 shows a graph of 
the m easured etch rate versus acid tem perature. At high tem peratures, etching of 
the substrate was rapid, resulting in an over—etching of the substrate. Also, from 
a safety aspect, it was preferable to carry out the etching at lower tem peratures. 
Figure 5.10 shows a scanning electron m icrograph of part of the grating structure 
after etching, with the domain reversed— regions clearly visible. G enerally similar 
features were observed optically.
A num ber of samples were produced over a period of several weeks to check the 
reproducibility of the process. Although the photolithography involved is tedious 
and time consuming, if care is taken the process is highly repeatable. After the 
photolithography stages a yield of around 40—50% was obtained of samples which
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were suitable for domain reversal. After the conditions had been established for 
the domain reversal process, each fabrication was apparently successful. A total of 
6 samples was Dreoared.
5.2.6 Quasi phase—matched second harmonic generation.
Of the six samples that were prepared, three were used for etching, rendering 
them useless for second harmonic generation. The final three did not arrive in 
the laboratory until after the author had left. This was unfortunate because, 
although a successful process for domain reversal has been established, it has not 
been possible to confirm that the samples could be used to produce second 
harmonc generation in the quasi phase— matched mode.
5.3.1. Measurement of the d 30 coefficient of proton—exchanged lithium niobate.
As was stated in the introduction to this chapter and also in chapter one, the 
electro— optic coefficients of proton— exchanged lithium niobate are, in some cases,
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electro— optic coefficients of proton— exchanged lithium niobate are, in some cases,
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reduced significantly with respect to those of bulk lithium niobate. The 
electro— optic and nonlinear coefficients are closely related m aterial param eters 
through the second order susceptibility tensor (for the argum ents presented in the 
following discussion the nonlinear coefficient is taken to m ean the relevant d ^  
tensor com ponent of lithium niobate). This observed reduction in the 
electro— optic coefficient indicates that the nonlinear coefficient may also be 
reduced by the proton—exchange process.
A  knowledge of the m agnitude of the nonlinear coefficients of the 
proton—exchanged lithium niobate is therefore necessary for a t least two reasons 
from  a device point of view:—
(1) If the nonlinearity of the waveguide region is reduced by proton—exchange 
then the conversion efficiency for second harm onic generation will be different 
from  that which m ight be expected (assuming no degradation o f the nonlinear 
effect). If the second harm onic generation is phasem atched either by the material 
birefringence or by a grating structure then the conversion efficiency will be 
reduced by the decrease in the nonlinearity. If the second harm onic generation is 
phasem atched via Cerenkov radiation then the conversion efficiency will be 
increased by the decrease in the nonlinearity. For conventional phasematching the 
reduction can be understood by referring to Eq. 4. If the nonlinear coefficient of 
the “ideal” waveguide region (with no degradation of the intrinsic nonlinearity) is 
denoted by d and of the actual waveguide (with a degradation of intrinsic 
nonlinearity) is denoted by d*, with d >  d* then the conversion efficiencies are 
given by:—
tj =  C .d 2 >  C .(d* ) 2
For the case of Cerenkov second harm onic generation, a recent publication by Li 
e t al [37] has shown that the conversion efficiency for second harmonic 
generation is proportional to the difference between the nonlinear coefficients of 
the waveguide and substrate regions. For certain com binations of waveguide 
param eters, reducing the nonlinearity of the waveguide region i n c r e a s e s  the 
difference between the nonlinearities of the waveguide and substrate regions, thus 
potentially increasing the conversion efficiency. (F or a m ore detailed discussion of 
this see chapters two and three).
(2) If the nonlinearity of the proton— exchanged layer is reduced then it may 
provide an alternative way of fabricating a periodic m odulation of the nonlinear
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coefficient for quasi phase—m atched second harmonic generation. For example it 
could be envisaged that, superimposed onto a titanium — indiffused waveguide for 
exam ple, a periodic proton— exchanged grating could be fabricated. A  fundamental 
wave propagating along the titanium — indiffused waveguide would then experience 
a periodic m odulation of the nonlinear coefficient (see Fig. 5.1).
From  the above discussion, it should be clear that a m easurem ent technique to 
determ ine the nonlinear coefficient of proton— exchanged lithium niobate is 
desirable. T here are many experim ental techniques for the m easurem ent of the 
nonlinear coefficients of a crystal [38]. Among these techniques, the most 
commonly used and most well developed are phase— m atched second harmonic 
generation [39], the wedge technique [40], M aker fringes [41], and optical 
param etric fluorescence [42], All of the techniques require a bulk sample of the 
m aterial for the m easurem ent. U nfortunately, proton—exchanged lithium  niobate, 
in the form  of H j j L i , - xNbO 3, has apparently not been produced in bulk single 
crystal form . Phase— m atched second harm onic generation and optical param etric 
fluorescence techniques could, in principle, be used in a waveguide geometry. In 
order to evaluate the nonlinear coefficient, a knowledge of the electric fields of 
the waveguide modes is required. Consequently, the difficulty of evaluating the 
absolute optical intensity profile in the optical waveguide precludes their use in 
this way. In a recently published paper [3] Suhara, Tazaki and Nishihara have 
dem onstated a technique whereby non— phase— m atched second harmonic 
generation in a grating structure can be used to m easure the d 33  coefficient of 
proton—exchanged lithium niobate. Using this technique they have estimated that 
the d 3 3  coefficient is reduced to 0.45 of that of bulk lithium  niobate.
In the second half of this chapter, the theory and experim ental technique 
developed by Suhara et al [3] will be outlined. The nonlinearity is measured by 
non— phase— m atched second harmonic generation in a wedged— shaped substrate 
with a proton—exchanged grating region. Using the grating technique, this author 
has repeated the experim ent of Suhara, and has further extended the experiment 
by measuring the effect of annealing on the nonlinearity. It was confirmed that 
the proton—exchange process does reduce the nonlinearity of the lithium niobate. 
Furtherm ore, the experim ental results were in close agreem ent with those of 
Suhara et al [3]. It was also found that annealing the p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  layer 
tended to  restore the nonlinearity of the proton—exchanged region, a result not 
unexpected from previous work on electro—optic coefficients.
Following a description of the work and analysis of the results, a section will be
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devoted to  a discussion of the possible m echanism  for the  reduction  of the 
nonlinearity  o f the  lithium  niobate substrate a fte r p ro to n —exchange.
5 .3 .2  M easurem ent of d j:i bv the grating diffraction technique.
In this section th e  theory  of the m easurem ent will be outlined, followed by a 
description of the experim ental technique. O nly  an  outline and the final results of 
the  theo ry  will be given, followed by som e results generated  by a com puter 
calculation using the  theory of Suhara e t al [3]. No details o f the theory  will be 
given because, firstly, it is no t original w ork by this au tho r, and secondly, 
although an  a ttem p t was m ade to derive th e  results, the  au tho r could no t reach 
the  sam e final results as published by Suhara e t al [3]. T he  published equations 
o f Suhara e t al were taken  as co rrec t, and  the inconsistency with this au thor's  
own derivation attribu ted  to  his lack o f insight in to  solving the M axwells equations 
with th e  re levant boundary conditions. T h e  justification for accepting th e  theory 
of S uhara e t al is the  agreem ent betw een the  theoretical m odel and  the 
experim ental results. F u rther confidence was engendered  by the  agreem ent of the 
com puter—generated  results obtained by the au th o r w ith those o f Suhara e t al.
C onsider non— collinear second harm onic generation  in  a th in  slab o f lithium 
niobate o f thickness T  (see Fig. 5 .11).
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T he fundam ental beam  is polarised along the c—axis of the crystal. T he intensity 
of the second harm onic, with the same polarisation as the fundam ental, is given 
b y :-
I =  C 2. Ip 2. s in 2(*T /lc) (5.19)
where C is a constant proportional to d 33, Ip is the fundam ental intensity, and 
^  is the coherence length. For the case of second harm onic generation in a 
wedged shape sam ple, the harm onic intensity is averaged over the thickness T , 
and is given by:—
T he intensity of the second harm onic wave generated in a wedge with a thin 
pro ton—exchanged surface layer (of thickness t), as in  Fig. 5.12a, can be 
calculated by connecting the wave equation solutions a t the proton— exchanged 
layer/substrate interface, and averaging the intensity over T . T he result can be 
w ritten as:—
where
^  =  2 .x.t/X 
6n =  npg^ -  n ^ 05 
dnLN =  nLN W _  nL N 2W 
dnpE  — n p E 40 "  n P E 2W
with n the extraordinary refractive index , and X and u  the wavelength and 
frequency of the fundamental beam.
Fig. 5.12b shows second harm onic generation in a wedge with a thin 
proton—exchanged grating layer (of thickness t and period A). The pum p beam is 
diffracted into many orders by the periodic index m odulation in the grating layer 
and, simultaneously, second harmonic waves of many diffraction orders are
I =  C 2. Ip 2 / 2 (5.20)
C ’ V -  {' +  i' 1 +  j .2 . ^ . x . s m ( ^ d npE) .c  X r t t a p p y  
(5.21)
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generated by the periodic modulation of the d coefficient.
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figure 5.12 SHG in a wedge shaped substrate with planar 
PE=region (top) and grating PE region (bottom)
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T he nonlinear coupling of the zeroth and first order fundam ental frequency beams 
in the substrate generates a second harm onic beam  which propagates a t an angle 
exactly m atching that of the first—order, second harm onic, beam  yielded by the 
grating. Thus the second harm onic beam detected at this angle is a superposition 
of second harm onic diffraction in the grating and noncollinear two— beam pump 
second harm onic generation in the substrate. W hen the grating is th in , i.e. in the 
Ram an—Nath diffraction regime (Q = 2xX t/nA 2 < <  1), the second harmonic
intensity can be calculated by :—
(1 ) deriving expressions for the pum p and second harm onic wave amplitudes 
through a thin extended layer of lithium niobate, of thickness t, and deriving
similar expressions for the proton— exchanged layer,
(2 ) expressing the fundam ental and second harm onic waves at the grating/substrate
interface in a Fourier series consisting o f spatial harmonics
(3) using the first o rder second harm onic diffraction am plitude as the initial value 
to integrate the wave equation for the noncollinear second harm onic generation in 
the substrate and
(4) averaging the second harm onic intensity over the thickness T .
T he result can be w ritten as:—
Ib =  C 2 .Ip 2. Sin(aTT) .{ lz fx ) -  Z o 1!2! ' i f o ! , }  (5.22)
w here:—
Z(x) =  *.42Ufen(ftdnPE).e M (d n PE- 1 . 5 i n )
-  5JdnLN).e W ° - 5 { n + d n LN>
and
Z 0 =  2 .sin(pt .0.5 6n). |1 — |.2 .a .s in (^ .0 .5  6n).exp jvjt(0*5fin)|
In Eqs. 5.21 and 5.22 above, a is the ratio of the proton exchanged stripe width 
to grating period.
It is the param eter x which is im portant and is defm ed as:— 
x =  d 3 gPELN / d 33LN (5.23)
1 2 0
Ib
/I
a 
vs
i.e . the ratio  of the d 3 3  coefficients of the proton—exchanged lithium  niobate 
and the bulk lithium  niobate. T he x value can be determ ined by com paring the 
m easured ratio  of I t / I a , w ith the calculated x dependence of Ifc/Ia . It should be 
noted th a t Ifc^a does no t depend on the pum p intensity, so that the 
m easurem ents should give reliable results even when using a pulsed fundamental 
beam  with a nonuniform  (Gaussian) profile. Eqs. 5.21 and 5.22, based on  the 
equations of Suhara et al [3], were solved numeriaclly on a com puter. Fig. 5.13 
illustrates a typical calculated relationship between x and the ratio
CVJ
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figure 5.13 theoretical plot to determine the reduction 
in d .33 from the measured harmonic radiation intensities
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The value of the param eters a and t for this curve were 0.5 and 2.0 f o a
respectively. T he shape of the curve and the m agnitude of the ratio of intensities 
(plotted on the y— axis as Ifc/Ia) are very similar to  those of the published curve 
of Suhara e t al [3]. Based on this close agreem ent, the  published results of 
Suhara e t al [3] were taken as correct. A  series of experim ents was then carried 
out to m easure x for both an unannealed waveguide and a waveguide annealed 
under specific annealing conditions.
5.3.3 Experim ental determ ination of d 33.
T he pro ton— exchanged layers were fabricated in neat m elt benzoic acid at an
acid tem perature of 235 °C. For an exchange tim e of 1 hour, the depth of the
pro ton— exchanged layer should be on the order of 2 f a n .  O ne sample was
masked by photolithographically defining an aluminium film with a grating of
period 24 /im. T he other sample was exchanged without masking to produce a 
uniform  p ro to n -  exchanged layer. T he two samples were coated with aluminium 
on the rear face to prevent the creation of a second p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  layer on 
th a t face. Both samples were polished into a wedge with a 2 °  angle. The 
waveguide depth and refractive index were estim ated before and after each 
annealing stage in a reference planar waveguide fabricated under identical 
conditions. Using an IWKB analysis [43], the initial waveguide depth was 
m easured to be 1.95 /an, close to the estim ated depth of 2 f a n . By illuminating 
the grating with a He— Ne laser (X= 0.6328 /an) and measuring the relative 
intensities of the diffraction orders, the ratio of the width of the 
proton— exchanged layer to the grating periodicity (stripe— to— period ratio) was
estim ated. T he ratio was estimated to be 0.51 for the unannealed grating. This 
value was expected from  the photolithographic definition of the alum inium mask 
and was also anticipated from early work on lithographic definition of 
proton— exchanged structures where lateral diffusion of proton— exchanged stripes 
was small [44].
T he output of a Q — switched Nd :YAG laser was used as the fundamental beam
( X= 1.06 f a n ) . The Q — switched pulses of 200 ns duration with a repetition rate
of 1 kHz were used. Although the beam was collimated, there was no need for 
any form  of spatial filtering because, as has been discussed, the m easurem ent is 
independent of the intensity of the fundamental beam. T he experim ental set up is 
shown in Fig. 5.14. For an (estimated) initial p roton—exchanged layer depth of 
1.95 f a n, it was found that there was no second harmonic wave for the zeroth 
diffraction order. This was not completely unexpected because, for an initial
1 2 2
p ro to n -e x c h a n g e  dep th  o f 1.95 there  is alm ost r  phase difference between 
the optical p a th  lengths o f the  second harm onic wave generated in adjacent 
p ro ton—exchanged and bulk regions o f the grating structu re . T h is can be
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w a v e l e n g t h s
figure 5.14 experimental arrangement used in the 
measurement of d 33
justified by the following argum ent. D eno te the phase o f th e  harm onic wave in 
the  p ro to n -e x c h a n g e d  region by ^  and in  the lith ium  niobate region by \ p 2 . 
T he optical path  d ifference, 6 ,  betw een the harm onic waves a fte r propagating a 
distance equal to  the dep th , d, of the  p ro to n -e x c h a n g e d  region is then :—
6  =  (d /X ).(n p £  -  (5.24)
=  (d/X ).(2.37 -  2.25) =  0.45 *  0.5
Thus there  is alm ost a t  phase difference between the harm onic waves generated 
in ad jacent p ro ton— exchanged and lithium  niobate regions. As the grating was 
annealed, this phase difference was reduced and the intensity  o f the zeroth order 
harm onic beam  i n c r e a s e d .
F or the initial, unannealed, p roton—exchanged layer, the value of x was found to 
be 0.45 (±0.05). This value agrees with that m easured by Suhara et al. and 
indicates a substantial reduction in the nonlinear coefficient of the 
proton— exchanged layer relative to the bulk value.
5.3.4 Effect of annealing on d 33
A fter the first set of m easurem ents, both the planar p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  samples 
and the proton—exchanged grating sample were annealed a t 275 °C for 10 min, 
followed by annealing a t 350 °C for successive periods of 5 m in, 5 m in, and 10 
m in. Any further annealing was expected to give a significantly graded— index 
profile which is not desirable for second harm onic generation applications (see 
chapter 3) and therefore no further annealing was carried out. A fter each
annealing stage the waveguide depth and refractive index change were measured 
in the plane sample and the grating s t r ip e - to —period ratio was re -m e a su re d  in 
the wedged sample. O ver the annealing period of 30 m in, the waveguide depth 
increased from  1.95 /an to 3.06 /cm and the estim ated refractive index changed 
by less than 1% . T he waveguide depths and refractive index were estim ated by 
an inverse WKB Fit to the measured effective refractive indices of the guided
modes a t X =  0.6328 /zm. From  the m easurem ents of the relative intensities of 
the diffraction pattern  of the H e— Ne laser light, the m easured grating
stripe—to -p e r io d  ratio appeared to rem ain constant over the annealing period. It
might have been expected that, due to  lateral diffusion of the p ro ton -exchanged  
region, the stripe— to— period ratio would increase with progressive annealing. 
Assuming that the effective diffusion coefficient for annealing is equal in both the 
lateral and depth directions (valid as a first approxim ation), then annealing should 
increase the proton—exchanged stripe width from 12.0 to 14.6. F or a pure phase 
grating, this may not be enough to have a m easurable im pact on the diffraction 
pattern  envelope (a t least with this experim ental arrangem ent) and consequently 
the measured stripe— to— period width would appear to rem ain constant.
A fter each annealing stage the new values for waveguide depth and refractive
index were substituted into the analysis and a new curve for I ^ I a calculated. As
an example, Fig. 5.15 shows the curve for I t / I a after annealing for a total of 15 
m in. As the annealing progressed it was found that the nonlinearity of the
p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  layer increased. Figure 5.16 shows the increase in the
m easured value of d 33  as a function of annealing time. The estimated value of x 
increases from an initial value of 0.45 (±0.05) to a value of 0.65 (±0.02) after 30
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figure 5.15 experimental plot of the harmonic radiation 
intensities for the determination of d 33
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m in of annealing. If the effective diffusion coefficients in the lateral and vertical 
directions are  assum ed to be equal, and the stripe width increases to 14.6 y m  
after the final annealing stage, the final value for x would be 0.67. This is close 
to the estim ated value of 0.65. Figure 5.17 shows a curve o f the magnitude of 
the d 3 3  coefficient of p ro ton—exchanged lithium niobate as a function of 
annealing tim e, assuming a value of 34.4 pm /V  for the  d 3 3  coefficient of bulk 
lithium  niobate.
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5.3.5 Mechanism for the reduction in nonlinearitv.
Before a possible mechanism for the reduction in the nonlinearity of lithium 
niobate due to proton—exchange can be discussed, the origin of the nonlinearity 
of lithium  niobate crystals must be established. T here are  ieveral theoretical 
models which calculate the m agnitude of the nonlinearity o f crystals such as 
lithium niobate. Only one model will be discussed, nam ely the m odel of Jeggo 
and Boyd, [45]. This model decribes the nonlinearity in term s of the
polarisabilities of the Nb — O bonds within the unit cell of the crystal.
In the model of Jeggo and Boyd, ("the m odel"), the macroscopic nonlinearity of 
the crystal is related to the microscopic nonlinear polarisability of the chemical 
bonds within the unit cell. For lithium niobate there are two independent tensor 
coefficients of the polarisability — 0 M and 0 j. w here:—
0 || =  ^zzz and =  ftcxz =  £yyz-
It has been shown [46] that 0 M > 0 j. (by a factor o f about 30) and so 0 j . can
be neglected.
If a  bond i has direction cosines (1{-, m t-, n () then  the second harmonic
coefficients are given by:—
where the sum is taken over all the bonds in the unit cell of volume V.
In the lithium niobate unit cell there are twelve "covalent" Nb — O bonds, six 
of length 0.211 nm  and six of length 0.189 nm . T he lithium atoms are bound 
"ionically" to the oxygen atoms. Consequently, the electrons in the Li — O bond 
are only weakly polarizable. A  valid assumption therefore is that the polarizability 
of the crystal is due solely to the twelve Nb — O  bonds. Ascribing polarizabilities 
0 ,  and 0 2 to the 0.189 nm  and 0.211 nm bonds repectively, the three nonlinear 
coefficients can then be written [45] as:—
d 31l =  V - M n ^ V . f t
d 3 3 3  =  V - 1 . 2V . f c
d 2 2 2 =  V "  M m , 3.0,
(5.25a)
(5.25b)
(5.25c)
d 3 1 1  =  d 31 =  \ r  1(1.104.0, -  1.106.02) 
d 3 3 3 =  d 3 3  =  ^ ’(0 .643 .0 , -  1 .7 9 6 .0 2)
(5.26a)
(5.26b)
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d 2 2 2 =  d 2 2  =  V -  1(0.396.15, -  0 .1 9 5 . 0 2) (5.26c)
It can be seen that in lithium niobate the m agnitude of the d 3 3 coefficient is 
dependent on the geometry of the unit cell which in turn  determ ines the unit cell 
volume and the length of the Nb — O bond. In a m ore detailed derivation of 
the bond polarizability (see, for example [38] for a detailed m odel of nonlinear 
polarizabilities) it is found that the coefficients 0 , and 0 2  are  strongly dependent 
on the Nb — O bond length.
T he origin of the reduction in the d 3 3 coefficient can be related to the change 
in the structure of the unit cell as the proton exchange process proceeds. As was 
discussed in chapter 1 , the proton— exchange process can be described by the 
equation:—
H  L iN bO 3 -------- >  L i1- xHxN b O a (5.27)
As the reaction proceeds and the value of x increases, the strain in  the crystal 
increases, changing the unit cell from  a rhom bohedral—like unit cell structure to 
a m ore tetragonal unit cell structure [1]. Microscopically, the structural changes 
have the following effects:—
(1) T he induced strain Ac/c =  0.45% [1] increases the volume of the unit cell, 
which in turn  leads to a reduction in the nonlinear coefficients through Eqs. 
26(a— c).
(2) Changes in the unit cell shape will lead to changes in the bond angles and 
therefore in the direction cosines lj, m ;, n;. T he changes will also lead to  a 
change in the nonlinearity, a change which could be either positive or negative. 
T he direction of the change can only be derived from  a detailed calculation of 
the direction cosines, a calculation which would require a detailed knowledge of 
the structure of L i j—jjHjjNbOg.
In order to evaluate fully the reasons for a change in the nonlinear coefficients 
o f pro ton— exchanged lithium niobate a m ore detailed knowledge o f the crystal 
structure of the m aterial is required. To the au tho r's  knowledge, the crystal 
structure of p ro to n -ex ch an g ed  lithium niobate is still unknown and no theoretical 
calculations of the type detailed above have been carried out to calculate the 
nonlinear coefficients of proton—exchanged lithium niobate. This structure must 
first be determ ined before the reasons for a reduction in the nonlinear and
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electro—optic coefficients can be fully quantified and understood.
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Appendix.
This appendix presents, in detail, the steps involved in  th e  fabrication of the 
grating structures.
(1) Cleaning.
T he substrates were cleaned by scrubbing with a sponge in soapy water followed 
by successive ultrasonic baths in trichloroethylene, m ethanol, acetone and finally 
water.
(2) Photolithography (rear face).
A  m etal electrical contact was required on the rear face. T he sequence o f steps 
was:—
Spin on Shipley 1400—31 photoresist for 30 seconds a t 4000rpm.
Bake for 30 m inutes.
Expose and develop resist using the rectangular mask. (This m ask was just smaller 
in size than the substrate. This was to ensure electrical isolation o f the side 
walls).
Rinse in RO water and dry completely.
Evaporate 50nm of chromel followed by 200nm of gold.
L if t - o f f  in acetone.
Spin on 1400—31 on rear face to  protect the gold m etal.
(3) Photolithography (front face).
Ensure that the — c— face of the wafer is spotlessly clean.
Evaporate 50 nm of chromel followed by 400 nm  (or m ore) of gold.
Spin on Shipley 1400—17 photoresist for 30 seconds a t 4000rpm.
Ensure that the mask is clean by soaking for 5 m inutes in an etch consisting of 
1 :7 hydrogen peroxide to sulphuric acid (each time the mask was used it was 
re—cleaned in the etch to remove any residual photoresist).
Expose the grating for 2.25 minutes.
Develop for 60 seconds.
E tch gold in 1:1 saturated potassium iodide in iodine solution and RO water for 
30—60 seconds.
Remove the rem aining resist and dry the sample completely.
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T he nichrom e etch was a m ixture of hydrochloric acid and RO water in the ratio 
4:1.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FU TU R E WORK
6.1 Summary and conclusions
This thesis has reported a theoretical and experim ental study of second order nonlinear
effects in optical waveguides farm ed by proton— exchange in lithium niobate. C hapter one 
served as a general introduction to nonlinear optics with special attention to second order 
nonlinear effects in both bulk and waveguide m aterials. It also reviewed the crystal
structure of lithium niobate with respect to second order nonlinear effects and also 
introduced the proton— exchange process for the fabrication of optical waveguides in
lithium niobate.
In chapter two a m ore detailed explanation of second order nonlinear effects in optical
waveguides was presented, including second harm onic generation via the Cerenkov effect. 
T he bulk of the chapter was devoted to outlining a model derived for the case of second 
harm onic generation via Cerenkov radiation in proton— exchanged waveguides. T he difficulty 
in modelling the radiation modes of the harm onic light was dealt with by using a theory 
developed previously for electro— optic coupling to radiation modes, used in d3evices such 
as cut— off m odulators. Although the theory is simplistic, it nevertheless allows a qualitative
understanding of the problem  and models fairly well the shape of the conversion
efficiency/waveguide depth curve.
C hapter three was devoted to reporting the experim ental work carried out to measure and 
characterise the Cerenkov second harmonic generation process in proton— exchanged 
waveguides.lt was found that the optimum depth of waveguide fpr maximising the 
conversion efficiency of second harmonic generation in planar waveguides was of the order 
of 0.7 um. Using a Q —switched Nd:yag laser a maximum conversion efficiency of 1 
% W — i was m easured. It was found that there were two peaks in the conversion
efficiency /waveguide depth curve (at least to the maximum waveguide depth used in the 
work), in agreem ent to the predicted behaviour. After annealing the waveguides, known to 
restore the electro— optic effect in proton— exchanged waveguides (and also shown in a 
susequent chapter of the thesis to restore the nonlinear coefficient), led, in most cases, to 
a reduction in the conversion efficiency. It was argued that this reduction was probably a 
result of changing the overlap integrals and the increase in the nonlinear coefficient. The 
reduction in the conversion efficiency post— annealing was predicted by the simple model
of chapter two. Second harmonic generation was also carried out in stripe waveguides with 
both a c.w. Ndryag laser and a c.w. high output power sem iconductor laser. T he increase 
in the power densitywithin the waveguides allowed conversion efficiencies as high as 2.4
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%W— 1 for the Nd:yag laser and 2.8%W— i for the semiconductor laser.
It has been reported by several independent research groups that proton— exchanged 
waveguides fabricated using phosphoric acids exhibit a higher refractive index difference 
and have lower propagation losses than waveguides formed using benzoic acid. Waveguides 
formedwith phosphoric acid could potentially give a higher conversion efficiency for second 
harm onic generation. A series of waveguides was fabricated using both benzoic acid and 
pyrophosphoric acids. It was found that the diffusion coefficients were the same for both 
acids, in contradictionto some reports, and that the refractive index change was only 
slightly higher in pyrophosphoric waveguides. T he difference between the two refractive
increases was not found to be as high as in o ther reports. Using the model developed in 
chapter two, it was calculated that the pyrophosphoric acid waveguides would produce 
m ore efficient second harmonic generation but only by a factor of 20% or so. This was 
confirmed experim entally using planar waveguides fabricated using each acid. Also reported 
in this chapter was experim ental work carried out to investigate second harmonic
generation in M gO— doped lithium niobate crystals. These crystals have a reduced 
susceptibility to optical damage with respect to undoped lithium niobate . T he crystals can 
therefore be used with higher optical powers without causing optical damage to the crystal. 
This potentially would allow higher conversion efficiences to be attained. T he crystals are 
especially useful in applications involving second harmonic generation with 
titanium — indiffused waveguides where optical damage can be a significant hindreance to 
high conversion efficiences. The inherently superior optical dam age perform ance of 
proton— echanged waveguides means that optical damage was not found to be a problem. 
However, second harmonic generation in MgO— lithium niobate was investigated, again 
using benzoic acid and pyrophosphoric acid. It was found , in agreem ent with other 
authors, that the diffusuion coefficient was lower for the doped m aterial and again the 
diffusion coefficient was the same for both acids, consistent with the observed diffusion 
constants in the undoped substrates. The measured conversion efficiences were similar to
those obtained with the undoped substrates and it was concluded that there is no 
significant advantage to be gained by using the doped m aterial under the experim ental 
conditions used in the work.
G rating structures have a significant role to play in nonlinear optics. They can be used to 
provide the "extra" wave vector to allow phasematching in otherwise non— phasematchable 
crystals. O ne increasingly im portant application for nonlinear integrated optics in lithium
niobate is the use of grating structures for quasiphasematching, i.e . phasematched second 
harmonic generation using the nonlinear d 3 3 coefficient. Several techniques are known 
whereby a periodic modulation of the nonlinear d 3 3 coefficient can be derived. 
U nfortunately they either require specialised crystal growth or can only be realised on the 
■+• c— face of the lithium niobate crystal which is not the preferred crystal orientation. A
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technique was therefore developed whereby, for the first tim e, a local periodic modulation 
of the nonlinear d 3 3 coefficient could be produced on the — c— face of the crystal. The 
technique involved photolithographically defining a grating structure on a gold masking 
layer deposited onto the — c— face. The crystal was then heated up to a tem perature of 
580 °C. The sample was then irradiated with a total dose of 1 0 1 7  electrons a t an energy 
of 20 keV for a period of one hour with a poling field of 10 Vcm”" 1 used to produce 
domain reversed gratings of the correct period for quasi— phasem atched second harmonic 
generation of Nd:YAG laser radiation in a planar proton—exchanged waveguide. A second 
use was made of the properties of a grating structure to measure the m agnitude of the 
nonlinear d 3 3 coefficient. The nonlinear coefficient was m easured by com paring the 
diffraction pattern  of the harmonic radiation generated in a wedge shaped substrate with a 
planar waveguide region to that produced from  a similar wedge with a periodic 
proton— exchanged region. It was found that, in agreem ent with published results, the 
nonlinear d 3 3 coefficient was reduced to a value of 0.45 times that of the bulk value by 
proton— exchange. Extending this work to investigate the effect of annealing it was found 
that the magnitude of the nonlinear d 3 3 coefficient increased with increasing annealing 
time.
As was suggested in the thesis outline one application for Cerenkov frequency doubled 
sem iconductor lasers is in the field of optical storage. In my opinion the resulting beam
quality of such a device makes there use prohibitive. It would seem far m ore realistic
however that guided wave frequency doubled devices are very good candidates for such a 
practical application. The excellent beam quality from such devices (which can be focussed 
down to a diffraction limited spot) mean that they should find widespraed use in optical 
data storage systems a t least until the practical dem onstration of a blue laser.
6.2 Suggestions for future work
T here are several aspects of the thesis which w arrant further investigation. Firstly, a m ore
rigorous theory should be developed by solving directly the wave equation under the given
boundary and with more explicit expressions for the radiation modes. Such a theory would 
aid the waveguide fabrication and design to maximise the conversion efficiency with the 
available fundamental power. In order to improve the conversion efficiency for second 
harmonic generation the possibility of fabricating a resonant cavity at the fundamental 
wavelength could be investigated. This would involve depositing high reflectivity m irrors for 
the fundam ental wavelength on the polished crystal end faces to confine the light in the 
stripe waveguide. Sohler e t al have estimated that such an approach could increase the 
efficiency by 4— to 10—fold.
T he domain reversal process should be further refined and optimised. The lithography
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stages are tedious to perform  and a new approach may produce better and more 
reproducible results. Such an approach might include laser beam writing of grating 
structures. It is im portant that domain reversed gratings are used in quasi— phasematching 
experim ents. This would be an im portant test of the feasibilty of this appraoch for the 
production of domain reversed regions.
Although it was shown that the nonlinear d a s  coefficient is reduced by the
proton— exchange process further work should be undertaken to investigate the effect of 
processing conditions on the magnitude of the reduction. Also an investigation into the 
correlation (if any) between the increase in the nonlinear coefficient, a change in overlap 
integral and a change in the conversion efficiency as a function of annealing time and
tem perature. Such- an in— depth study would give a greater scope for optimizing the
waveguide param eters to maximise the conversion efficiency for second harmonic
generation.
Several of the above ideas could be gathered together in a single experim ent to 
dem onstrate the feasibility of a self— frequency doubled laser. By doping the lithium 
niobate with either neodymium or erbium an efficient laser crystal can be realised. The 
lithium niobate waveguide laser crystal is an idealmedium for the realization of a m iniature 
laser source. By fabricating a waveguide structure the laser threshold is reduced. Dichroic 
m irrors could be coated onto the end faces to provide suuficient feedback, whilst an 
electro— optic m odulator would allow Q — switching/frequency control. W ith a domain 
reversed region inclyded on the substrate an all— integrated green laser could be fabricated 
with excellent spatial and tem poral characteristics suitable for many applications.
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